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Minutes of the Expert Meeting on the
“Fire design of CLT”

1

The Expert Meeting “CLT – The way to standardization – definition of
gaps” to discuss the Fire design of CLT, organised by Working Group 2
of COST Action FP 1404, took place at ETH Zurich, in Zurich,
Switzerland, on 09-10 March 2017. These minutes were prepared by Reto
Fahrni and Michael Klippel.

1 Participants
The meeting was attended by 20 participants from 6 countries, representing
research institutes, universities, and CLT manufacturers (Table 1.1).
Table 1.1: List of participants

Name

1 Alaistar Bartlett (AB)
2 Alar Just (AJ)
3 Andrea Frangi (AF)
4 Andreas Golger (AG)
5 Bas Boellaard (BB)
6 Chiara Bedon (CB)
7 Christian Lehringer (CL)
8 Dhionis Dhima (DD)
9 Felix Wiesner (FW)
10 Joachim Schmid (JS)
11 Michael Klippel (MK)
12 Nadja Dannenmann (ND)
13 Norman Werther (NW)
14 Oliver Kläusler (OK)
15 Reto Fahrni (RF)
16 Robert Jockwer (RJ)
17 Sebastian Knoflach (SK)
18 Simon Schmid (SS)
19 Stefan Bedö (SB)
20 Ulrich Hübner (UH)

Institution/company

University of Edinburgh
Rise
ETH Zurich
StoraEnso
Martinsons
University of Trieste
Henkel
CSTB
University of Edinburgh
ETH Zürich
ETH Zürich
ETH Zürich
TU Münich
Henkel
ETH Zürich
ETH Zürich
Mayr-Melnhof
MERK Timber
Binderholz Bausysteme GmbH
Fachverband der Holzindustrie
Österreichs
2

Country

UK
SWE
CH
A
SWE
I
CH
FRA
UK
CH
CH
CH
GER
CH
CH
CH
A
GER
GER
A

2 Opening the meeting
MK welcomes the participants from research and industry to discuss
the current status of the revision of EN 1995-1-2:2022 concerning CLT in
fire. He gives a short introduction about the background of the COST
action (FP1404-WG2/TG1 Fire behavior of CLT) and the “rules and
expectations” of the meeting. After an introduction-round, JS explained
how the COST-reimbursement works for those who did not yet know.

3 Presentations on 2017.03.09
Felix Wiesner (FW), University of Edinburgh, UK
“Think Tank Summary of the Joint Meeting of COST
Action FP 1402 and 1404 in Stockholm 2016
FW gives a summary of the Think tank from the Stockholm meeting.
(His summary bases on the conference proceedings). At the meeting in
Stockholm, several groups were formed to discuss answers of five questions.
The presentation by FW summarises the Think tank outcome with
respect to available knowledge, knowledge gaps, delamination and glue
performance, and the use of codes and tabulated data.

Andrea Frangi (AF), ETH Zurich, CH
“Fire part of Eurocode 5 EN 1991-1-2 - revision status and
perspective”
AF gives a presentation about the revision status and perspective of
the new Eurocode 5, EN 1995-1-2 in the framework of all the structural
Eurocodes (EC). The revision work should be finished until 2020 so that
the code can be introduced in 2022. The main objectives deal with ease-ofuse, the reduction of National Determined Parameters (NDT) and updating
the code to the state-of-the-art. The Eurocode shall be addressed to
competent engineers. The CEN/TC250/WG4 has to provide a review
document of EN 1995-1-2 and a background document about this new EC.
(There is no background document for the current EC.) The drafting of the
new EN 1995-1-2 should start at the beginning of the next year.
The horizontal group fire (HGF) tries to harmonize the fire chapters
of the different Eurocodes, for example with proposing a common structure.
AF then explains the planned model for the charring behavior of CLT. He
further shows several major changes in the new EC. The final part of the
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presentation is only briefly explained, as the same topic will be covered by
the subsequent presentation.
AG asks a question about the validity of the Schleifer method for 90
min and more. AF answers that it will be allowed for at least 90 min, since
in many countries a fire resistance of 90 min is required by authorities for
some buildings and it should be possible to use timber also in such buildings.

Michael Klippel (MK), ETH Zurich, CH
Norman Werther (NW), TU Munich, DE
“Fire design of CLT for the new Eurocode 5 –status and
perspective”
NW and MK present how the fire design of CLT will be performed
following the new EC. NW introduces the basic idea of the standard fire
and the different criteria (REI) that must be applied. MK goes further into
detail explaining the charring rate and the zero-strength layer.
The charring rate given in EN 1995-1-2:2022 will be a general charring
rate (“basic design charring rate”) that is altered with many coefficients, of
which most of the coefficients will be equal to one for most general cases.
These coefficients take into account – among others – the following
influences: size of the component, protections, corner rounding, gaps
between boards, cracks and char fissures, joints and connections.
MK insists that the terminology “delamination in fire” should not be
used to describe the effect of falling off of layers in fire since “delamination”
is also used adhesive testing acc. to EN 302. Instead, “loss of stickability”
or “falling off ” shall be used.
MK explains that for the charring behavior of CLT, three different
cases basically exists: one for floors and walls together if no falling off is
expected and one case each for floors and walls taking into account falling
off of charred layers. For CLT floor elements with falling off of charred
layers the basic design charring rate 0 (possibly including other coefficients)
must be doubled for the second and all subsequent layers for the first 25 mm
of the layer. There is no clear physical explanation why doubling the charring
rate after 25 mm is able to accommodate the effects of falling off, but the
comparison with fire test results shows the evidence of this formulation.
Walls with falling off of charred layers still have only one charring rate, but
a higher one than for the first layer in general (in Switzerland 0.8 mm/min
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instead of 0.65 mm/min is proposed).
In order to have a better understanding of CLT in fire it was started to
generate a database storing setups and results from many CLT-fire tests in
Europe. This database shall also help to prevent unnecessary testing and will
allow a more centralized planning of tests. With the database as a
background it will be easier to take conclusions about the material behavior
in fire and thus will lead to a safe use of CLT. The industry is encouraged to
contribute their tests to the database, since the database is mainly fed with
data from science so far.
MK explains the effective cross section method (formerly known as
‘reduced cross section method’) and its background. He shows the meaning
of the charring depth (depth until the layer where wood turns into char
(approximately at 300°C), the rest is the ‘residual cross section’) and the zero
strength layer (a theoretical layer further reducing the ‘residual cross section’
to the ‘effective cross section’ to account for the lower strength and stiffness
in the layer behind the char for temperatures between 20°C and 300°C).
MK then illustrates how the d0-value (zero strength layer),
characterizing the difference between the residual and the effective cross
section, can be determined: Either via tests or with advanced calculation
methods (FEM simulations according to EN 1995-1-2, Annex B). The
bilinear temperature dependent strength and stiffness reduction factors
(decrease from 1 at 20°C to 0 at 300°C), which are used for the advanced
calculation methods, are shown. SB asks if the temperature dependent
strength reduction factor should not start at 60°C, since this is the maximum
temperature where the normal value for 20°C is allowed according to EN
1995-1-1 and thus also the 60°C isotherm should be used for the calculation
of the zero strength layer. AF explains that the 60°C limit simply is there to
state that the normal value is also allowed if the temperature gets a little bit
higher, for example due to sunlight. MK, JS and NW mention that a change
in the border would not have any influence on the zero strength layer as
these values are reckoned back from tests and are not based on simulations.
For reckoning back the strength at 20°C is used and thus the shape of the
reduction factor has no influence.
MK explains that the zero strength layer can only be calculated on the
basis of fire tests AND reference tests at normal temperature. He presents
the resistance behavior over time for CLT in bending and that the effective
5

cross section method is also applicable for CLT.
AG asks where the stiffness and strength reduction factors dependent
on the time in EC are coming from. AF answers that this is based on many
tests performed by Jürgen König and a calibration done in finite elements,
where the shapes/values of the graph of the reduction factors were changed
until the tests were simulated appropriately. The bilinear shape is a
simplification, but the influence that a more complicated shape would have
is very small anyway due to the steep temperature gradient and thus the small
influence compared to the much larger cross section that is still at 20°C and
thus has the normal strength. AB explains that there are many different
possible curves in literature.
AG asks if the used dimensions in the tests were realistic or not and
how the charring was measured or calculated. JS responds that the test
specimen consisted of five lamellas, where the top lamella was 42 mm thick
and the total thickness was 150 mm. The charring rate was determined with
the measured temperatures and by cutting the residual cross section and
digitally measuring the cross section.
NW mentions that the shown scattering of the char depth in one
specimen of about 20 mm is a usual observed.
DD would like to know the exact d0 value experienced in the test, but
JS said this question cannot be answered. He said that it can be lower and
higher than the 7 mm used nowadays, including significantly higher.
JS explained that d0 changes over time and that there is discussion, for
which time of fire resistance d0 shall be included in EC. Additionally, he
explained why for CLT sometimes it is necessary to calculate with very high
d0 values: It is needed in order to reduce the cross section of the next load
bearing lamella, when the d0 would only reduce a non-bearing cross-lamella,
since the temperature gradient (before the temperature can be assumed to
be 20°C again) still reaches into the bearing lamella. With this approach, d0
gets dependent on the layups, fire duration and other factors due to the
mechanism of the approach.
For the ‘tabulated’ approach in the next Eurocode 5 sample graphs are
shown, which give the relationship between the load factor and the time of
exposure. The graphs show very well the influence of the cross-layers. They
depend on the layup of the CLT-element and therefore it needs one graph
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per layup.
After lunch DD holds his presentation about CLT-tests (see next
paragraph), before MK and NW continued on the presentation about the
fire design of CLT in the new Eurocode 5.
NW did an analysis of protected/unprotected CLT in walls and floors
based on data in the database of JS/NW/MK, where they compared the
true charring depth observed in the test and the charring rate as it was
calculated from for protected CLT elements following EC. The main
outcome is that the method in the code can give very conservative results,
especially for higher fire resistances of 90 min.
AG pleads that it should be distinguished between linings in front of
CLT, cavities and others and get different start of charring times / fall off
times. NW says that there is not enough data yet that would allow a
differentiation between the mentioned linings. AF notes that NW might
draw the graph with the values from the product approval, which might
bring the results closer to the real results than when calculated with the “too”
safe values mentioned. But AF also notes that using the product approval
value might be unsafe as it often is based on just one test. DD mentions that
there is data also from plasterboard tests on steel that might also be used to
get those times.
The proposed method for the separation function is the method of
Vanessa Schleifer. NW shows that this method is also applicable for CLT. It
provides results slightly on the safe side. The number of data used in the
investigation is still limited and NW encourages people to share their test
results.
One value in the graph shown is heavily on the unsafe side which can
be explained with convection through the CLT and thus increased charring
and even start of fire on the unexposed side. SB asks how one would have
to test the air-tightness, if this is so important and 6 mm of gaps in CLT is
allowed. NW says that this indeed is a problem and it should be covered
within the product standard.
UH shows results, where he measured 390 gaps in CLT elements of
one company. By far most gaps were lower than 1 mm, but there were also
few gaps with more than 5 mm. Somebody mentions that the gap is not
directly related to any convection through the wall that could happen,
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because this would need a gap at the same position in each layer. JS mentions
that we should do more tests. SB said they will support such measurements
and provide information about the values in their company. SK opines that
if the product is required to be airtight they have to account for it during the
production.
Joint coefficients in the Schleifer-model are not given for the rather
thick CLT products (80 mm+), but for much smaller joints. Therefore, the
results are heavily on the safe side and JS/NW recommend to raise the joint
coefficient for CLT boards. AF notes that the minimal thickness must be
specified in order to prevent thin CLT boards being dimensioned with a joint
coefficient that is on the safe side only for thicker elements.

Dhionis Dhima (DD), CSTB, FR
“Report on CLT tests”
DD makes a presentation about CLT tests performed in France. In
these tests no falling off of layers was observed. The charring rate was
0.67 mm/min for 30 min of fire and 0.62 mm/min for 60 min. The
simulations (with thermal properties from EC agreed very well with the tests.
With additional simulations, DD can show that the d0 layer is smaller if there
is falling off than if there is not.

Stefan Bedö (SB), Binderholz Bausysteme GmbH, GER
„Fire design of CLT – open questions of current status“
SB gives a presentations about the wishes of the producers from his
company’s point of view. After an introduction about their company, he talks
about the calculation of the criteria E and R. The current version of the EC
has some shortcomings for CLT, where the code is not applicable to CLT
and testing is required or where the code is difficult to be applied on CLT.
AF mentions that the shortcoming will be overcome in the next version of
EC. SB wants to know if it makes a difference if using either a stone wool
or a glass wool as an insulation between a plasterboard and the CLT-element
with regard to the char behavior and start of charring. AF answers that in
the new EC all materials will have different values for tf and tch. SB claims
that it is extremely important to be competitive with concrete and outlines
that the planned requirements lead to much thicker CLT elements in order
to still be able to fulfill (especially for 90 min) the requirements. JS and AF
explain that the nowadays procedure might be sometimes lead to unsafe
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results when using a charring rate based on one fire test of the product
approval together with the d0 value that is actually valid only for glulambeams!
SB asks if he has to apply the double charring rate even in a setup with
a three-layered timber board (Dreischichtplatte) as the lowest lamella. AF
answers that in Switzerland using the Schleifer Model a given charring rate
of 1.0 mm/min would be applied to this board and thus regard it as one
layer.

Sebastian Knoflach (SK), Mayr-Melnhof, AT
Fire design of CLT – open questions of current status
SK presents the questions and problems concerning the code in daily
business from his company’s’ point of view. He would appreciate a
standardization of layups since with a few standardized layups already 95%
of the volume could be covered.
SK experienced in a single test a charring rate of 0.56mm/min.
However, AF mentions that tests performed in this testing facilities showed
also in the past not explainable low charring rates. In the company of SK
they use the Schleifer model for the design, which gives compared to their
product approval results on the safe side.
SK asks the “code-makers” to avoid an increase of the CLT
requirements after a few years with the new code as it happened with GLT.
JS answers that nobody wants this.

Andreas Golger (AG), StoraEnso, AT
“Fire design of CLT – Expert meeting ‘Fire behavior of
CLT”
AG reports that in their company they do edge-wise gluing in CLT.
Concerning the design he reports that in their company designing with large
scale tests was preferred over the approach in the code EN 1995-1-2. But
with the increased loads that must be applied during the tests nowadays
(200 kN/m nowadays, 35 kN/m some years ago), the design with the code
gets more beneficial. Moreover, tests are very difficult to be performed with
the high loads. AG further asks to standardize the determination of the
charring rate.
Storaenso performed tests with glued-in TCs, which showed that the
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0.65 mm for the first layer is reasonable. For the second layer AG reports
that the code with the doubled charring rate for the first 25 mm is 10 min
too conservative. In the same test series they investigated the gluing direction
(parallel/orthogonal glued layers) and did not observe any difference in the
fire behavior. AF mentions that such tests were already done 10 years ago
and showed the same result. AG brought in the question whether it should
be distinguished between with/without edge-gluing.
AG shows that their tests on protective layers showed much longer fire
resistance than the code would allow. JS explains that this is generally not
surprising, since the code must cover all possible combinations of materials
of different quality etc. and should be on the safe side in 95% of all possible
tests. At the same time a test on a specific system will be valid only for exactly
this configuration and thus in 95% of the cases will give a higher fire
resistance than the code.

Oliver Kläusler (OK), Henkel, CH
“CLT and adhesives – Current and future challenges”
OK talks about the current and future challenges about CLT and the
adhesives. After his thoughts about the reason for the advancement of CLT,
he insists that the climate conditions of environment and material are
important for the hardening of the adhesive (especially temperature and
moisture).

Joachim Schmid (JS), ETH Zurich, CH
„Reaction to fire and fire resistance tests with CLT“
JS teaches that “reaction to fire” actually means “the materials
contributions to a fire development”. There are A to F classes that start at
A1 with no contribution to fire over class D (flashover before 10 min like
for normal timber) to class E (flashover before 2 min). In order to get a
“non-combustible”-A-rating the sample will be put into an oven and the
product is not allowed to lose mass at any time/temperature. Therefore,
even a coated timber will always ignite at some time when the temperature
is high enough and a non-combustible rating is impossible.
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4 Presentations on 2017.03.10
Robert Jockwer (RJ), ETH Zurich, CH
“Flexframe – ETH House of natural resources”
For the start of the second day, RJ (Robert Jockwer) as a representative
of the ETH spin-of Swiss Timber Solutions gives a short presentation about
the House of Natural Resources (HoNR), a pilot building made of
hardwood where several new technologies were introduced and are tested
now with an extensive instrumentation in everyday life. The focus of this
presentation was the structure of the building, which consists of a prestressed timber frame. The system is very flexible and of great interest in
regions with high seismic activity.

Chiara Bedon (CB), University of Trieste, I
“Buckling performance of timber log-house and novel CLT
log-house systems in fire”
CB makes a presentation about advanced calculations of CLT in loghouse systems. For this special kind of log house, CLT walls are created and
then cut to logs. CB reports on research preformed about buckling of logwalls under fire. The presented fire test (few years old and from literature,
CB was not involved in the tests) was performed at approximately 20% load
level. Buckling failure was observed in the test due to failure of the lateral
restraints. To further analysis this fire test, CB developed a FE model. AF
mentions that the test setup that might be unable to accurately simulate
lateral restraints. CB answers that the picture shows a huge deflection /
buckling was taken at the very end of the test. CB reported that for fire the
initial geometrical imperfections had no effect on the buckling behavior in
fire. The FE analysis was run for different load factors and their failure times
were determined. The simulation result for the fire test was in good
agreement with the test result. CB also investigated the applicability of the
reduced cross section method for such log-houses. The calculations were
made with a d0 value given in the European handbook for fire safety in
timber buildings which was 21mm + h/10. The data agreed well with the
observed test result as well as with the FE analysis.

Alaistar Bartlett (AB), University of Edinburgh, UK
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“Compartment fires with exposed timber elements”
AB introduces his research about compartment fires with exposed
timber. He shows the different point of views of the structural community
and the fire community. While structural engineers often rely on standard
fire tests as it is mainly used in daily practice, fire engineers try to understand
what is happening in a real fire like the spreading, dependency on fire load
etc. Additionally, structural design often is done for single structural
members while for the global understanding of the fire the behaviour of the
whole compartment must be understood.
The knowledge on compartment fires dates back to tests from the
1960s and 70s. AB claims that it is important that different researchers on
the field try to make their tests comparable to maximize the information
gained for the community. His own research deals with the autoextinguishment of timber. In small scale timber samples they observed autoextinguishment (smouldering continues, only flaming stops) when the
exposure falls below 31 kW/m2. In massively instrumented full scale tests
(3x3x3m) they started a fire with cribs and waited for auto-extinguishment,
which happened in one out of five tests, where an identical setup (of three
different tested setups) did not auto-extinguish.
JS asks if, in the case of a compartment with exposed timber surfaces
only for the ceiling, auto-extinction could be expected. AB replies that
indeed this gets more probable but still depends on many other things like
the geometry of the room. DD asks why two identical configurations can
behave differently (auto-extinguishment yes/no). AB answers that timber
has a high variability as also has the fire itself and thus also a high variability
in the test result can be expected. AF asks about pictures and further
information about the compartment tests. AB says that he has no
information on his computer, the results will be presented at the IAFSS
meeting in summer 2017.

Alar Just (AJ), RISE, SWE
“Natural fire tests on compartments with CLT”
The last presentation of the day is held by AJ about work done by
Daniel Brandon, where he did a literature review on natural fire testing of
compartments. He gathered 42 compartment tests from this century. Only
part of them were made of CLT and/or had exposed timber surfaces.
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The charring rates of the shown tests ranged between 0.63 and
1.1 mm/min. It must be noted that these values are not comparable with
charring rates from standard-fire tests. AF asked for the worst feasible
charring rate one could encounter. AB and FW answered that this would be
between 1.3 and 1.5 mm/min maybe.

5 Final discussion and closing
General discussions
A general discussion was started about tasks until the next meeting.
TASK 1: Companies should provide UH with the automatically
measured board widths. This would allow UH to improve his analysis about
gaps in CLT due to variation of the board widths. UH ensures that he will
not spread the data and the data will be anonymous. He will approach the
producers with the official request.
TASK 2: Based on the survey (presentation MK+NW) MK will
evaluate the most frequently used CLT-layups and send this evaluation to all
active CLT producers.
MK summarizes the three possible ways for the proof for CLT in fire
in the new EC. He asks for the layups of each company (already received a
couple) in order to be able to select maybe the most often used (ten)
configurations. These will be the configurations for which the tabulated data
could be in the code. After the selection, MK will provide the producers
with this list in order to get a feedback.
AF mentions that if the simplest method is not a table but a graph with
the load factor on the y-axis and the fire exposure on the x-axis, then this
approach could give more information and more data than a table could. He
suggests graphs for 3/5/7 layers and each also with different layups. DD
mentioned that the simplified method must be very simple and that the
graph might already be too difficult. MK counters that anyway it must be an
engineer that deals with fire design and an engineer will be able to read the
simple graph. SB would prefer a table. MK asks him to sketch such a table.
He answers: y-axis: R30/60/90, x-axis: load factor, in the table the needed
different possible layups. AF states that he is against a table because an
engineer will only need a one-time effort of a few minutes in order to
understand the graph and then will be able to gain much more information
13

from it that a table could deliver and in a more compact form. AG prefers
the graph as it gives more information and also allows an easier optimization
since one knows where the actual design lays in the graph and thus can
estimate what a change in the load factor or the resistance time would mean
for the design. DD mentions again that the graph is not simple enough and
that the simplified method generally should have just a table and that a graph
is already too complicated.
TASK 3: AJ will work on a factor for the linings fixations of different
plasterboard types in order to have a better differentiation. He asks the CLTproducers if type F and gypsum plasterboards are indeed the most
important ones and gets an agreement on that.
TASK 4: NW (and MK) will continue to work on the database for
protected elements.
TASK 5: MK will put the presentation together with the minutes and
finally upload them to the webpage.
CL asks the CLT producers how important the fire topic is compared
to other problems (like building physics) in internal discussions. ‘Very
important’ was the answer. CL stated that obviously the dynamic behaviour
is not considered important, with the thought in mind that a more brittle
adhesive will be better in fire but worse for dynamic loads than a more
ductile adhesive would be.
Coming back to discussions about the negative impact of higher
charring rates and d0 values on the competitiveness of timber against
concrete, AF mentions that a small change in the necessary CLT-width does
not make timber win/lose the competition against the concrete, since the
differences between those two is so large (400 to 500 CHF/m2 for timber;
150 CHF/m2 for concrete). BB beliefs that it still can be important because
the CLT-cost-share in a timber building is large and thus a reduction would
always be welcome. It was mentioned that timber should not try to compete
against concrete, but rather try to find its own market for example in
architecture, for modular buildings, etc.
AG asked to get more information about what to expect from the
charring rates of CLT. MK mentioned the comparison between different
codes around the world. JS further explained that there will still be the twostage model that is known in some countries in Europe. JS explained that it
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is not easy to calculate the zero strength layer as very often an accurate
strength is not known and thus prevents an accurate reckoning back of the
zero strength layer.
MK further shows a comparison between the European and the
Canadian charring model for CLT. A question about the reason for the
artificially looking value of the 25 mm is coming from was answered with
the very good fit it has with numerous tests (JS: 100 to 150 tests). RF
mentioned that the model is not based on physics but rather is an empirical
model with very small deviation from observations.
JS gives extreme value examples for what to expect from a zero
strength layer value for different configurations in order to show what
influences the zero strength layer. He explained that with a lot of protection
with plasterboards one would get no charring at all but a failure due to
elevated temperatures. The zero strength layer would need to be giant in
order to reproduce the true situation appropriately. In contrast, a CLTelement with falling off of layers results in a minimal d0 due to the steeper
temperature gradient in the component.
DD shows test results (time-temperature curves) to proof the double
charring rate concept.
JS shows a slide how the zero strength layer for CLT will be defined.
Discussions arose about the chosen range of 20% to 40% load factor for
the moment resistance. JS explains that this is the typically observed range
of the load factor. Nobody disagrees.
Somebody mentions that there should be a calculation tool that
produces the graphs planned in the EC for any layup. An idea was that such
additional graphs could be in an appendix of EC also. It was questioned
whether the new EC5 should be blown up with such graphs and who would
pay for it, as there is no necessity.
The participants from the industry are planning a meeting for the
discussion of the ‘typical layups’. Therefore, they would like to get the whole
survey from MK and JS. According to MK and JS this not possible for data
protection reasons.
Finally, the date and place of the next meeting is discussed. It shall be
at the 24th/25th of October (hopefully) hosted by Binderholz GmbH.
TASK 6: MK will officially ask Binderholz GmbH if it is possible to
15

have the meeting there and send invitations to interested people on time.

Closing
MK thanks the participants and closes the meeting at 15:22.
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Part II – Presentations

1

Presentation given by
Michael Klippel, ETH Zurich, Switzerland
Title:
General information about the meeting

1

COST Action FP1404
Fire Safe Use of Bio-based Building Products

Expert Meeting
“Fire behaviour of CLT”
Zurich, 2017
177-03
033
3-09/10

A warm welcome to ETH Zurich
1

General information about the COST Action FP 1404

COST ACTION FP 1404 webpage:
www.costfp1404.com

2

Project of interest within WG2
For the Revision of EN 1995-1-2:2022

Improvement / extension
-

Cross-laminated timber panel (new rules)

-

Timber-concrete-composite elements (new rules)

-

Connections (Improved rules)

-

Failure of claddings (Improved rules)

-

Separating function (Improved rules)

Projects of general importance
-

Establish common database on structures fulfilling certain fire classes

-

Material property data and fire protection methods in combination with parametric/
natural fires

-

Guidance and best practice on detailing in construction

Task groups within WG2
TG

Name

Responsible

1

Fire behaviour of CLT

M. Klippel

2

Timber-concrete composite

T. Hozjan

3

Connections in fire

P. Palma

4

Cladding materials

A. Just

5

Separating function and bio-based products

A. Just

6

Natural fire exposure

N. Werther

7

Best practice and detailing

Y. Martin

8

FSUW – Glueline performance in fire

M. Klippel
4

3

Information on COST webpage:

5

Information on COST webpage:

6

4

Today and tomorrow:

Expert Meeting: «Fire behaviour of CLT»
Rules and expectations for the meeting:
- Lively discussions
- «Stupid» questions
- Input from both research and industry
- Find a common understanding
- Define outcome/ deliverable
- Next steps

7

Quick introduction

Your name, organisation, responsibility
What are your expections for the meeting?

8

5

Program, 9th of March
Time
10:15 – 10:30
10:30 – 10:45
10:45 – 11:00
11:00 – 11:30
11:30 – 12:00
12:00 – 13:15
13:15 – 14:15
14:15 – 17:30
17:30 – 18:00
18:30 –

Topic
Coffee and registration
Welcome by TG leader
Summary of Think tanks from the Stockholm meeting
Fire part of Eurocode 5 EN 1995-1-2 – revision status and
perspective
Fire design of CLT for the new Eurocode 5 – status and
perspective
Reaction to fire and fire resistance tests with CLT
LUNCH
Presentations from CLT manufacturers
(Coffee break in between)
CLT and adhesives – Current and future challenges
Dinner at restaurant Die Waid

Presenter
M. Klippel
F. Wiesner
A. Frangi
N. Werther, M. Klippel
J. Schmid
A. Golger, S. Bedö,
S. Knoflach
O. Kläusler
All invited
9

Program, 10th of March
Time
9:00 – 9:30
9:30 – 10:00

Topic
Flexframe – ETH House of Natural Resources
Advanced Calculation method for the design of CLT
elements and innovative CLT log-house walls under fire

10:00 – 10:15
10:15 – 11:00

Coffee Break
Natural fire tests on compartments with CLT performed in
Edinburgh

11:00 – 11:45

Natural fire tests on compartments with CLT performed in
US

11:45 – 13:15
13:15 – 14:15
14:15 – 15:30

Open room for discussions
LUNCH
Open room for discussions

Location:
ETH Zürich, Campus Hönggerberg, ETH House of Natural Resources (HoNR)

6

Presenter
R. Jockwer
Ch. Bedon

A. Bartlett
A. Just

10

Meeting tomorrow, 10th of March

11

Dinner at
Restaurant Waid
Bus 69 to
Waidbadstrasse

12

7

COST Rules
• General COST Rules
• Reimbursement and travel rules
• Rules by COST FP1404
• Participation in meetings and Task Groups

13

Reimbursement
1) Meeting: Step 1 to 5 on e-cost

8

Reimbursement
1) Meeting: Step 1 to 5 on e-cost
2) Upload e-ticket (can be done directly when you have booked = before the meeting)
3) Meals: 20€/meal from start to end of your travel BUT no breakfast
• Example
• Travel start Wednesday afternoon:
+1
• Thursday: lunch, no dinner
+1
• Friday: lunch, ev. dinner (depending on arrival)
+1

Reimbursement
1) Meeting: Step 1 to 5 on e-cost
2) Upload e-ticket (can be done directly when you have booked = before the meeting)
3) Meals: 20€/meal from start to end of your travel BUT no breakfast
• Local Transport
• Either: Flat rate 25.00€ Æ no documents needed
• Or: upload all documents and specify sum, e.g.
3.20+20.10+3.20=26.50€
• NO TAXI (except: before 0600 or after 2200)

9

Reimbursement
1) Meeting: Step 1 to 5 on e-cost
2) Upload e-ticket (can be done directly when you have booked = before the meeting)
3) Meals: 20€/meal from start to end of your travel BUT no breakfast
4) Check webpage www.costfp1404.com
5) You will get email as soon as payment is processed
6) Questions: ask Johanna (Grand holder manager)

Webpage – travel rules
Æ 99% of all possible questions are answered there!
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Content
1) Aim = reach goals from COST Action
2) We need to create documents
A
Common understanding
D
State of the Art
F
Background documents
G
Publication outlines (=“drafts”)

Content
Æ What we do?
Æ At meetings!
Æ At “home”!

Deliverables:
(a1)
…
(d8)
…

Outcomes:
(A)
(B)
…
(H)

Goals:
(2)
(3)
…
(10)

COST Action FP1404
Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU)

(b1)
(b2)

(B)

(b3)

(3)
(1)
Main Objective of the
Action

Several tasks done by
individual experts in
task groups are delivered
to contribute to the Task
Group work; e.g. Data
collection and collection
of know how Æ
Deliveralbes

All Deliverables lead to
an Outcome, e.g. a SOA
Publication (ID: D)

11

Several Outcomes, e.g.
SOA Publication and
further work lead to
reach a Goal, e.g. a new
test method.

All Goals help to reach the
Action Objective, to enable
extended and fire safe use of
bio-based building products

Internal webpage
Æ Access for “all members” section: Username/PWD: jingemar and JI@ibk2016

Æ Submit documents with correct filename AND tag information to Johanna (GH manager)
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Presentation given by
Felix Wiesner, University of Edinburgh, UK
Title:
Think Tank Summary of the Joint Meeting of COST Action FP1402 and
FP1404 in Stockholm 2016

Proceedings of the Joint Meeting can be downloaded here: LINK
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COST FP 1404
Think Tank Summary of the Joint Meeting of COST Action
FP1402 and FP1404 in Stockholm 2016
Felix Wiesner – University of Edinburgh

5 Think Tanks at Stockholm Meeting
“The existing challenges to render CLT a commonly accepted structural building product all
over the world can best be solved by a unified and concerted action of all stakeholders
involved. The key to this is the inclusion of building practice and industry.”

1. What is essential to be included in a new Eurocode 5:2020?
2. Research vs. practice: what are the gaps between both and how can we close
them?
3. Which “gaps” can realistically be solved until the end of 2017 (short-term
needs)? (June 2018: end of Project Team SC5.1 “CLT”)
4. Which questions have to be solved - if not until 2017 - in the near future
(midterm needs)?
5. Individual question defined by the chairs of each session.

14

Available Knowledge
• Issues with transfer of knowledge
• Current education is not sufficient
• Knowledge is not shared enough between researchers
• … and researchers and practising engineers

• Canadian code perceived useful but different structure/principle than
Eurocodes
• Different opinions on harmonisation of layups
• European wide layups or specified by manufacturer?

• Calculations for all failure modes should be included
• Shear failures need more attention
• Rolling Shear failures?

Knowledge Gaps
• No guidance for connections for REI 60+
• Dhionis’ model proposed for 90 minutes
• Practising engineers should tell researchers what they need
• Temperatures in timber not predicted well
• We struggle with ISO fires, so will have a hard time with natural fires

• Different results from literature
• How can we include data in EC5, if it is not consistent between sources?

15

Delamination and Glue Performance
• Also called ‘loss of stick ability’
• Terminology can be confusing

• Delamination critical for burn out and auto extinction
• We know that it happens but are not sure on the causes
• MUF and Phenolic have been observed not to delaminate
• But there are conflicting reports on this

• What role can glue manufacturers play?

Use of Codes and Tabulated Data
• Is tabulated data any use if the product changes layup and glue used?
• Can there be multiple methods to calculate fire resistance with
varying complexity?
• Cf. EC3 or BS 9999
• Are methods for ‘lazy’ engineers required?

• Need more complexity for ‘crazy’ architects to drive innovation
• Offer multiple levels of complexity (cf. concrete calculations)?

16

Thank you
Hopefully we can keep working on resolving the issues and questions
raised.

17

Presentation given by
Andrea Frangi, ETH Zürich, Switzerland
Title:
Fire part of Eurocode 5, EN 1995-1-2 – Revision status and perspective
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COST Action FP1404
Fire Safe Use of Bio-based Building Products

Fire part of Eurocode 5 EN 1995-1-2 –
revision status and perspective
Andrea FRANGI, ETH
H – IBK
BKK-Chair of Timber Structures
Zurich, 2017
177-03
033
3-10
and 2017
177-03
033
3-11

1

Revision Eurocodes

2015

19

2022

Revision Eurocodes
Main objectives
• Improvement of the Ease-of-Use of the Eurocodes
for practical users
• Reduction of National Determined Parameters (NDP)
• Further harmonisation and inclusion of state-of-the-art
Target
• After an intensive discussion within CEN/TC 250 it was defined that
the Eurocodes are addressed to competent civil, structural and
geotechnical engineers.

CEN/TC250, SC5 (Eurocode 5)
Working Groups WG (convenor)
ͻ WG 10 Basis of design / Material (Julien Marcroft)
ͻ WG 1 CLT design rules (Tobias Wiegand)
ͻ WG 2 Timber concrete composites (Alfredo Dias)
ͻ WG 3 Cluster Eurocode 5 (Kurt De Proft)
ͻ WG 4 Structural fire design (Andrea Frangi)
ͻ WG 5 Connections (Jørgen Munch Andersen)
ͻ WG 6 Timber bridges (Kjell Malo)
ͻ WG 7 Reinforcement of timber structures (Philipp Dietsch)
ͻ WG 8 Seismic design (Massimo Fragiacomo)
ͻ WG 9 Execution of timber structures (Andrew Lawrence)
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CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4 (Structural fire design )
Tasks of WG4
- Review current EN 1995-1-2, e.g. using systematic
review. Identifications gap knowledge
- Preparation of background document and technical
reports to be used by PT for drafting EN 1995-1-2
Tasks of WG4 PT (6 members)
- Drafting EN 1995-1-2
Timetable
- WG4 PT is in phase 3, expected call at the end of
2017, start of work WG4 PT in 2018

CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4, Members (23)
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CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4, Task groups
TG1: Effective cross-section (A. Just)
ͻ

Revision (zero strength layer)

ͻ

Integration of Annexes C and D

ͻ

Extension to Cross-laminated timber panel &
Timber-concrete-composite elements (new rules)

ͻ

Extension to 90 minutes

ͻ

….

TG2: Connections (P. Palma & D. Dhima)
ͻ

Improvement and extension of Simplified rules &
Reduced load method

ͻ

Laterally loaded connections (dowels, bolts,
screws, nails)

ͻ

Axially loaded connections (bolts, screws, nails)

CEN/TC250, Horizontal Group Fire (HGF)
Project team
Main task: Harmonisation of fire parts of Structural Eurocodes
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CEN/TC250, HGF, PT
Comparison table of contents
EN 1992-1-2

EN 1993-1-2

EN 1994-1-2

EN 1995-1-2

EN 1996-1-2

EN 1999-1-2

New EN 199x-1-2

1 General

1. General

1 General

1 General

1. General

1 General

1 General

2 Basis of design

2 Basis of design

2 Basis of design

2 Basis of design

2. Basic principles
and rules

2 Basis of design

2 Basis of design

3 Material
properties

3 Material
properties

3 Material
properties

3 Material
properties

3. Materials

3 Material

3 Material
properties

4 Design
procedures

4 Structural fire
design

4 Design
procedures for
4 Design procedure
mechanical
resistance

4 Design
Procedures for
obtaining fire
resistance of
masonry walls

4 Structural fire
design

4 Tabulated design
data

5 Tabulated data

5 Constructional
details

6 High strength
concrete (HSC)

5 Design
procedures for wall
and floor
assemblies

5 Detailing

5 Simplified design
methods

6 Connections

6 Advanced design
methods

7 Detailing

7 Detailing

One or several of these chapters may be void, or very short, in some « material » Eurocodes

CEN/TC250, HGF, PT
Proposal EN 199x-1-2, all sections
1 General

New
harmonised
text is being
written by
HGF-PT.

2 Basis of design
3 Material properties
3.1 General
3.2 Thermal properties

Only the Table of content is
proposed. The content of
each clause remains in the
hand of each « material »
Eurocode drafting project
team.

3.3 Mechanical properties
4 Tabulated design data
5 Simplified design methods
6 Advanced design methods
7 Detailing
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CEN/TC250, HGF, PT
Proposal EN 199x-1-2, all sections




Simplicity

 4 Tabulated design data

More limitations
Easy
Conservative

4.1 xx
4.2 xx
…..





Accuracy

 5 Simplified design methods
5.1 xx
5.2 xx
….

 6 Advanced design methods




Complex

6.1 xx
6.2 xx
….

Accurate

Larger applications

CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Technical content of Revision of EN 1995-1-2:2022
ͻ

Simplification (“only one design principle shall be available”)
Delete the Reduced Properties Method!
Only Reduced Cross-section Method will be given

ͻ

Harmonisation (Annexes should be normative and moved to the main part)
Annexes C, D und E will disappear!

ͻ

Improvement / extension
ͻ

Cross-laminated timber panel (new rules)

ͻ

Timber-concrete-composite elements
(new rules)

ͻ

Connections (Improved rules)

ͻ

Failure of claddings (Improved rules)

ͻ

Separating function (Improved rules)
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CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Component additive method

CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Component additive method
Existing data for the following materials:
ͻ Gypsum plasterboards, Type A, F, H
ͻ Gypsum fibre boards
ͻ Timber, glulam, CLT ʌшϮϵϬkg/m3
ͻ LVL ʌшϰϴϬkg/m3
ͻ OSB ʌшϱϱϬkg/m3
ͻ Particle boards ʌшϱϬϬkg/m3
ͻ Fibre boards ʌшϱϬϬkg/m3
ͻ Mineral wool

(EN 520)
(EN 15283-2)

(EN 300)
(EN 312)
(EN 622)
(EN 13162)

WILL BE ADDED: Cellulose and wood fibre insulations, clay plaster

25

A. Just

CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Component additive method
Implementation rules – Annex n:
ͻ Input (test) data
ͻ Calibration of thermal properties
ͻ Thermal simulations with different combinations of layers
ͻ Development of the equations
ͻ Verification by the fire tests

K. Mäger, A. Just

CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
General charring model

Notional
charring rate

Coefficient

ks
kpr
kn
kg
kcr
kj
kco

Description

Section coefficient
Protection coefficient
Corner rounding
Gaps between boards
Cracks and char fissures
Joint coefficient
Connection coefficient

26

Basic design
charring rate

CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Charring model for protected members

CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Fall-off times of protective boards

• Wood-based panels: tch = tf
• Gypsum plasterboards type A or H: tch = tf
• Gypsum plasterboards type F
• No generic failure times given in EN 1995-1-2
• To be determined by testing (EN 13381-7)

27

WILL BE ADDED

The finalised draft for the
Formal Vote was submitted to
CEN/CS
Formal Vote ends on
2.3.2017.

CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Fall-off times of gypsum plasterboards

A. Just
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CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Design of timber structures in fire
Effective cross-section method

char layer
zero strength layer

WILL BE REVISED

effective cross-section
Correction of name:
reduced cross-section method

k mod,fi = 1

effective cross-section method

CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Design strength in fire

f d,fi = k mod,fi

f 20

J M,fi

modification factor
(elevated temperature
and moisture)
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20 %
WILL BE ADDED
fractile
of
strength

partial factor = 1,0

CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Improved design model for timber frame assemblies

M. Tiso, A. Just

CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Test method for evaluation of protection level (PL)

M. Tiso, A. Just
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CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Charring model for protection level PL1

M. Tiso, A. Just

CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Charring model for protection level PL2

M. Tiso, A. Just
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CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Charring model for protection level PL2

M. Tiso, A. Just

CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Design model for CLT

M. Klippel, J. Schmid
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CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Timber-concrete-composite elements

CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Timber-concrete-composite elements

RULES WILL BE ADDED
for notched and screwed
connection
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CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Connections in fire

Fire test with a multiple shear steel-totimber dowelled connection

CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Connections in fire

Timber connections

Connections with
dowel-type
fasteners

Axially loaded
screws

Connections with
side members of wood

Simplifed rules

Connections with external
steel plates

Reduced load
method
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EN 1993-1-2
(steel design)

Design by
testing

CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4
Advanced calculation methods (e.g. FE analysis)
•

Thermal analysis
Effective thermal properties include effects of mass
transport, and cracking and surface recession of char-layer
(only valid for standard fire exposure)

•

Structural analysis
Thermo-mechanical properties include transient effects of
combined moisture and elevated temperature and mechanosorptive creep

CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4 and Cost Action FP1404
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CEN/TC250, SC5, WG4 Next steps / tasks
ͻ Component additive method (implementation) (TUT)
COST WG2 TG5 (Mäger, Just, Werther, Schmid, Brandon)
ͻ Zero-strength layer, strength (ETH)
R.Fahrni, D.Brandon, J.Schmid, M.Klippel
ͻ Protection by claddings (TUT)
COST WG2 TG4 (Kolaitis, Kraudok), Brandon, Liblik
ͻ Timber frame assemblies (TUT)
M.Tiso, N.Werther, MSc students, COST WG2 TG5
ͻ CLT (ETH)
Werther, J.Schmid, M.Klippel, COST WG2 TG1
ͻ TCC (Univ Ljubljana)
Hozjan, COST WG2 TG2, data from SC5 WG2
ͻ Detailing (TUM)
R.Stein,
ͻ Parametric fires (RISE)
D.Brandon, N.Werther, COST WG2 TG6
ͻ Connections (EMPA, CSTB)
P.Palma, D.Dhima, COST WG2 TG3

Eurocode 5 shall accelerate the timber age!
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Presentation given by
Michael Klippel, ETH Zürich, Switzerland
Norman Werther, TU Münich, Germany

Title:
Fire design of CLT for the new Eurocode 5 – status and perpective
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COST Action FP1404
Fire Safe Use of Bio-based Building Products

WG2/TG1 Meeting
Fire design of CLT for the new Eurocode 5 – status and perpective

Michael KLIP
KLIPPEL,
PPEL, ETH
H – IB
IBK
BKB
K-Chair
K
Chaaiir of Timber Structures
Ch
res
es
Norman WERTHER, TUM
M – Chair of Timberr Structures and Buildingg Construction
Zurich, 2017
177-03
033
3-10
and 2017
177-03
033
3-11

1

Basis for structural fire design:
INTERPRETATIVE DOCUMENT - Essential Requirement No. 2
The construction works must be designed and built in such a way that in the event of an outbreak of fire:
• the load-bearing capacity of the construction can be assumed for a specific period of time,
• the generation and spread of fire and smoke within the works are limited,
• the spread of fire to neighbouring construction works is limited,
• occupants can leave the works or be rescued by other means,
• the safety of rescue teams is taken into consideration.

2

39

Basis for structural fire design:
meaning 60 (1/4):– fuel load 60 kg/m², ¼ of wall surface
as ventilation opening

Temeprature

ISO

Time

standard fire design in
Eurocodes is based on EN 1363

Basis for structural fire design:
Assessment criteria in EN 13501-2 and Eurodoces:
Load bearing function (R)

Integrity – (E)

Insulation – (I)

Design rules in Eurocodes must cover all aspects
detailing
charring rate

temperature
formation in crosssection

zero strength
layer
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falling off

Charring

and

zero-strength layer d0

Charring of timber
General charring model:

Notional charring rate

Basic design charring rate
Coefficient

ks
kpr
kn
kg
kcr
kj
kco

Description

Section coefficient
Protection coefficient
Corner rounding

Influence of members’
width, only significant
for the charring rate of
the narrow side

Gaps between boards
Cracks and char fissures
Joint coefficient
Connection coefficient
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6

Charring of timber
General charring model:

Notional charring rate

Basic design charring rate
Coefficient

ks
kpr
kn
kg
kcr
kj
kco

Description

Section coefficient
Protection coefficient
Corner rounding

Adresses the behaviour
of protected timber
surfaces

Gaps between boards
Cracks and char fissures
Joint coefficient
7

Connection coefficient

Charring of timber
General charring model:

Notional charring rate

Basic design charring rate
Coefficient

dchar,n

dchar,0

dchar,0

l

dl

i

t db

ks
kpr
kn
kg
kcr
kj
kco

Description

Section coefficient
Protection coefficient
Corner rounding
Gaps between boards
Cracks and char fissures
Joint coefficient
Connection coefficient
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Charring is greater near
cross-section corners,
gaps, and fissures Æ
simple rectangular
cross-section
8

Charring of timber
General charring model:

Notional charring rate

Basic design charring rate
Coefficient

ks
kpr
kn
kg
kcr
kj
kco

Description

Section coefficient
Protection coefficient
Corner rounding
Gaps between boards
Cracks and char fissures
Joint coefficient

Influence of joints in
panels
9

Connection coefficient

Charring of timber
General charring model:

Notional charring rate

Basic design charring rate
Coefficient

ks
kpr
kn
kg
kcr
kj
kco

Description

Section coefficient
Protection coefficient
Corner rounding
Gaps between boards
Cracks and char fissures
Joint coefficient
Connection coefficient
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Increased charring due
10
to metal fasteners

Charring of timber
General charring model:

 Flexible and easy to use model
 General application for all kind of timber members
 Can be extended

11

Charring of CLT

12
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Charring of CLT
Facts
 Charring rate of CLT is not constant as the fire progresses
 Increased charring rate is observed after the protective charcoal

of a layer has fallen off (loss of stickability)
ÆThe later the charcoal falls off, the more the charring rate increases!
 Influence of the thickness of the single layers
ÆCLT consisting of 3 layers with 28 mm thickness better than
CLT consisting of 5 layers with 17 mm thickness
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Fire behaviour of protected timber elements
acc. to EN 1995-1-2 (simplified charring model)
Charring depth dchar [mm]

 2a, 2b: Relationship for initially

40

protected members after failure of the
fire protection

30

 2a: After the fire protection has fallen
off, charring starts at increased rate
(E2b = 2.En)

20

 2b: After the char depth exceeds

2b
25 mm

1

10

25 mm, the charring rate falls to the
rate for initially unprotected members
(E2c = En)

0

2a
tch =t f tf

ta

Time t [Min.]

Application of simplified charring model for
floor elements
CASE 1

CASE 1

 1st layer: Basic design charring rate
E0=0.65 mm/min
 If falling off of 1st layer:
ă E0=1.3 mm/min
until 25mm of char layer has been formed
CASE 2

CASE 2

 If no falling off of 1st layer:
E0=0.65 mm/min
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Comparison to EN 1995-1-2

Safe side

MESSAGE:

All test results showed a higher
charring rate than the model
Very good agreement between
tests and EN 1995-1-2!

Comparison to EN 1995-1-2
80
Fire test
EN 1995-1-2

70
60

Charring depth [mm]

n=3
d 3 < 25mm

50

E0 = 1.30 mm/min
40
n=2
30

d2 < 25mm
E0 = 1.30 mm/min

20
n=1
10
0

d1:E0 = 0.65 mm/min
0

10

20

30

40
50
Time [min]

60

70

80

In general: Very good agreement! Even for 2h fire exposure
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CLT wall elements – fire design
W1 (2x2m)

OBSERVATION:

Falling off of the layers
was not observed

Wall

Configuration CLT

Fire exposure[Min.]

dchar [mm]

E [mm/Min.]

W1

5x17mm = 85 mm

66

42.5

0.64

W2

3x28mm = 84 mm

39

26.5

0.68

CLT wall elements – fire design
General approach:
- Choose at least a CLT element with 5 layers to ensure a robust solution
- Choose a sufficient thickness for the outer fire exposed layer
Æ d1= 30 to 40 mm, first falling off after 45 to 60 minutes
- In Switzerland:
Æ Notional charring rate E n= 0.8 mm/min is recommended to be used throughout the
whole time of fire exposure of CLT wall elements
Falling off of layers depends on adhesive, thickness of layers and plate, time of fire exposure
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General charring model adopted for CLT

21

Charring of timber
General charring model applied for typical CLT elements:

Notional charring rate

Basic design charring rate
Coefficient

Gap

ks
kppr
kn
kg
kcr
kj
kco

Description

Section coefficient
Protection coefficient
Corner rounding
Gaps between boards
Cracks and char fissures

Adresses the behaviour
of protected timber
surfaces
Charring is greater
near gaps

Joint coefficient
Connection coefficient
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Overview table of fire tests
ÆInput from SP (Rise), CSTB, TUM, ETH

Number of documented tests:
Wall tests: > 30
Floor tests: > 70

AIM: Include also «internal» fire test results from industry (anonym)
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Information about
- Type
- # of plies
- Thickness
- Panel dimension
- Composition
- Adhesive
- Charring rate
- Fire time
- Failure mode
- Falling off (yes/no)
- Protection (yes/no)
- Furnace
- Fire curve

TAKE AWAYS
1

Centralised planning of fire tests on CLT in Europe
should ensure aim-oriented fire testing and
avoid unnecessary testing.

2

Close collaboration between the European testing
institutes so far, and the intention to extend the collaboration to
further institutes worldwide to share and extend knowledge.

3

Save use of CLT in Europe
CLT glued with PUR adhesives fulfil all requirements regarding
the fire design. The assembly (total thickness, layer thickness)
is usually determined by the design at normal temperature.

What is the behaviour of CLT exposed to fire?
(1) We know the behaviour! (>100 fire tests documented)
(2) No more useless, expensive, time consuming tests necessary to
investigate the charring behaviour!

9

What about the design of timber members (incl. CLT) in fire?

26
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Design methods for timber exposed to fire
(1) Use of effective cross-section method Æ Commonly used in practice

Correction of name:
reduced cross-section method
effective cross-section method
Extracted from
EN 1995-1-2

27

Effective cross-section method
(1) Use of effective cross-section method
1.0
0.9

800

d0

700

0.7

600

0.6

Relative strength

500

0.5
400

0.4

300

dchar

0.3

200

0.2

Temperature

100

0.1
0.0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

Distance from exposed side [m]
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0.12

0.0
0.14

Temperature [°C]

0.8

Relative strength [-]

900

deff

d0 compensates strength and
stiffness losses due to elevated
temperature

Effective cross-section method
(1) Use of effective cross-section method Æ Concept
Same load-bearing capacity (resistance) in fire MR,fi for both:
Residual cross-section with f = fm(T)

Effective cross-section with f = f20°C

equivalent

M R,fi

Difference:

Wfi,advanced  f m (T )

Zero strength
layer d0

M R,fi

Wfi,effective  f 20° C

Effective cross-section method
Facts regarding d0
 d0 is a function of stress state (different for bending, tension, compression)
 d0 is a function of geometry
 d0 is a function of time
 d0 is a function of protection
 For CLT: d0 may comprise “non load-bearing layers”

d0 can never be one constant value considering all these facts
30
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Design methods for timber exposed to fire

How to determine/calculate the d0 value?
- Perform fire tests AND reference tests at normal temperature
- Use advanced calculation methods
Schmid J, Just A, Klippel M, Fragiacomo M: “The Reduced Cross-Section Method for
Evaluation of the Fire Resistance of Timber Members: Discussion and Determination of the
Zero-Strength Layer“ Fire Technology (2015) 51: 1285. doi:10.1007/s10694-014-0421-6

31

Advanced calculation method (Annex B, EN 1995-1-2)
General approach
- Uncoupled thermal and
structural analysis to simulate
the fire behaviour of timber
exposed to standard fire
- Temperature dependence of
thermal properties (thermal
conductivity, specific heat and
density) of timber for the
thermal analysis
- Mass transfer of moisture into or out of timber as well as
cracking and ablation indirectly considered using
“apparent” value of thermal conductivity calibrated to
results of tests with standard fire

54
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Advanced calculation method (Annex B, EN 1995-1-2)
General approach
- Uncoupled thermal and
structural analysis to simulate
the fire behaviour of timber
exposed to standard fire

Stiffness

Strength

- Temperature dependent
reduction of stiffness and
strength of timber for the
structural analysis

33

Advanced calculation method (Annex B, EN 1995-1-2)
General approach

- Elasto-plastic behaviour of
timber in compression, and
elasto-brittle behaviour of
timber in tension for the
structural analysis

1.2

20°C

Tension
0.8

f(T) / f(20°C)

- Uncoupled thermal and
structural analysis to simulate
the fire behaviour of timber
exposed to standard fire

100°C

0.4
0

200°C
300°C
200°C

-0.4

300°C
100°C

Compression
-0.8
-1.2
-4.0

20°C
-3.0

-2.0

-1.0

H(T)/H(20°C)
0.0

1.0

2.0

34
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Advanced calculation method (Annex B, EN 1995-1-2)
General approach
V
ft
20°C
60°C
100°C

H

200°C

fc

Vc

h

V

M fi
M

(d char )

Vt

Advanced calculation method (Annex B, EN 1995-1-2)
CLT

a

b

c

h

45…315 mm

hlayer

15…45 mm (step +5)

nlayers

3...7 (step +2)

Exposure

side in tension / side in compression

Cladding

none,
e, tf >t
>tch

(1) Schmid et al.

Calculation CSTFire
Temperature simulation
i
l ti SAFIR

(2) Fragiacomo et al.

Abaqus
q
Abaqus

Following slides on simulations: the contribution of Massimo Fragiacomo and Joachim Schmid is acknowledged!
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Parametric study
Prediction of fire resistance of CLT floor panels composed by 3, 5 and 7 layers of 30 or 40 mm
(wood strength class C24) – 5 m length, 600 mm width.
ME,d,fi
MR,d,fi(20°C)

Load-bearing capacity ratio obtained as design
bending moment in fire conditions ME,d,fi=qL2/8
divided by the design bending resistance in
normal condition MR,d,fi(20°C)=Welfm,d,fi=Welfm,20

90 mm: 30-30-30

0.8

150 mm: 30-30-30-30-30
210 mm: 30-30-30-30-30-30-30

0.6
7 LAYERS
0.4

5 LAYERS

0.2
3 LAYERS
0.0
0

30

60

90

120

150

180

210

240

270

300

Curves characterized by:
- Nearly linear decreases of resistance when
charring affects longitudinal layers
- Plateaus when charring affects cross layers

TIME OF FIRE EXPOSURE [min]

ME,d,fi
MR,d,fi(20°C)
1.0

LOAD-BEARING CAPACITY RATIO [-]

LOAD-BEARING CAPACITY RATIO [-]

1.0

90 mm: 30-30-30

0.8

150 mm: 30-30-30-30-30
210 mm: 30-30-30-30-30-30-30

0.6
7 LAYERS
0.4

5 LAYERS

0.2
3 LAYERS
0.0
0

30

60

90

120

150

180

210

240

270

300

TIME OF FIRE EXPOSURE [min]
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Comparison to fire tests
Comparisons with experimental data (temperature within cross-section, residual cross-section, deflection
and failure time) collected during different fire tests performed on CLT elements in Sweden (and Italy).
90

FIRE RESISTANCE

CHARRED DEPTH [mm]

LOAD-BEARING CAPACITY RATIO [-]

1.0
numerical

0.8

experimental

0.6

0.4

RESIDUAL CROSS-SECTION
75
60
45
30
numerical

0.2

15
experimental

0.0

0

0

30

60

90

120

150

180

0

15

30

45

60

TIME OF FIRE EXPOSURE [min]

75

90

105

120

TIME OF FIRE EXPOSURE [min]

Design methods according to EN 1995-1-2:2022
Section 4 Design procedures
- 4.1 General
Simplicity

- 4.2.1 Scope of application
- 4.2.x CLT
- …..

- 4.3 Simple calculation methods
- 4.3.1 General
- 4.3.2 Effective cross-section method
Complex

- 4.4 Advanced calculation methods

Simplified

Design accuracy

Easy

- 4.2 Tabulated data

Advanced
40
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Design methods for CLT in fire
Tabulated data
Curves resulting from numerical
investigations are provided for a
number of configurations of interest,
in the load-bearing capacity ratio vs.
time of fire exposure format.
Examples: CLT with 3, 5 and 7
layers of 30 or 40 mm (wood
strength class C24)

LOAD-BEARING CAPACITY RATIO [-]

1.0
90 mm: 30-30-30

0.9

150 mm: 30-30-30-30-30

0.8

210 mm: 30-30-30-30-30-30-30

0.7

120 mm: 40-40-40

0.6

200 mm: 40-40-40-40-40

0.5

280 mm: 40-40-40-40-40-40-40

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
0

30

60

90

120

150

180

210

240
42

TIME OF FIRE EXPOSURE [min]

Design methods for CLT in fire
Tabulated data
The lower bound of the curves are provided in dimensionless format for CLT with 3-,5- and 7-layers
3 layers

5 layers

1.0

7 layers

5L - 100mm: 20-20-20-20-20
5L - 120mm: 30-20-20-20-30

1.0

1.0

3L - 100mm: 30-40-30
3L - 120mm: 40-40-40
3L - 90mm: 34-22-34

0.6

3L - 95mm: 34-27-34
3L - 108mm: 34-40-34

0.4
3L - 100mm: 35-30-35
approx

0.2

0.0

5L - 160mm: 40-20-40-20-40
5L - 180mm: 40-30-40-30-40

0.8

5L - 200mm: 40-40-40-40-40
5L - 95mm: 19-19-19-19-19
5L - 100mm: 19-21-19-21-19

0.6

5L - 117mm: 19-30-19-30-19
5L - 125mm: 19-34-19-34-19
5L - 140mm: 34-19-34-19-34

0.4

5L - 162mm: 34-30-34-30-34
5L - 182mm: 34-40-34-40-34
5L - 150mm: 40-20-30-20-40

0.2

APPROX

0.0
0.00

0.20

0.40
0.60
Time/Time failure [-]

0.80

1.00

Ratio of load bearing capacity - Ms/Mr [-]

0.8

Ratio of load bearing capacity - Ms/Mr [-]

Ratio of load bearing capacity - Ms/Mr [-]

5L - 140mm: 40-20-20-20-40
3L - 90mm: 30-30-30

7L - 201mm: 34-21-34-22-34-21-34

0.8
7L - 226mm: 34-30-34-30-34-30-34

0.6

7L - 180mm: 30-20-30-20-30-20-30

7L - 240mm: 30-40-30-40-30-40-30

0.4

7L - 200mm: 20-40-20-40-20-40-20

APPROX

0.2

0.0
0.00

0.20

0.40
0.60
Time/Time failure [-]

0.80

1.00

0.00

Product harmonisation leads to more accurate design
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0.20

0.40
0.60
Time/Time failure [-]

0.80

1.00
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Design methods for CLT in fire
Tabulated data
The lower bound of the curves are provided in dimensionless format for CLT with 3-,5- and 7-layers

LOAD-BEARING CAPACITY RATIO [-]

1.0

Time ratio obtained as
ratio between failure
time tf under a given
applied load and failure
time of an unloaded
element tf,unloaded
calculated according
to EN 1995-1-2:

0.9
3 LAYERS

0.8
0.7

5 LAYERS

0.6

7 LAYERS

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

tf,unloaded = hCLT / ȕ0

0.0
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

TIME RATIO [-]

Design methods for CLT in fire
Tabulated data
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Design methods for CLT in fire: Tabulated data
(1) Example: Design of CLT floor element for a given load-bearing demand
and a required fire resistance class
1.0

LOAD-BEARING CAPACITY RATIO [-]

ME,d,fi /MR,d,fi = 0.2
R 90

Use 5-layer CLT panel
30-30-30-30-30

90 mm: 30-30-30

0.9

150 mm: 30-30-30-30-30

0.8

210 mm: 30-30-30-30-30-30-30

0.7

120 mm: 40-40-40

0.6

200 mm: 40-40-40-40-40

0.5

280 mm: 40-40-40-40-40-40-40

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
0

30

60

90

120

150

180

210

240

TIME OF FIRE EXPOSURE [min]

Design methods for CLT in fire
Effective cross-section method
a) d0 fully in cross-layer

b) d0 fully in longitudinal layer

~40mm
100 200 300
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Design methods for CLT in fire
Effective cross-section method
Zero strength layer d0 in mm

22

Exposure on

3 layers

5 layers

Tension side

h
 3, 7
30

h
 10
100

5x

20

7 layers

18
16

Compression side

h
 4,5
25

h
 11
20

For h > 175 mm: 13

3 x CLT tsw

7x

14
d0 [mm]

For h > 175 mm: 10

3 x CLT csw

12

5 x CLT tsw

10

3x

5 x CLT csw

8

7 x CLT tsw

6

7 x CLT csw

4

EN 1995-1-2

2
0
40

90

140

190
h [mm]

240

290

Determination of d0 only possible having both information!
- Fire resistance tests AND
- Reference tests at normal temperature to determine the material properties

Design methods for CLT in fire
November 2022

• Structural behaviour of CLT in fire depends on
the geometry (depth, number and thickness of
layers, etc.), stress state and time of fire
exposure
• Design methods for timber (incl. CLT) in fire
• Tabulated data
• Effective cross-section method ECSM
• Advanced calculation methods

• Fire resistance based on advanced calculation
methods should be higher than ECSM and
tabulated data due to the more realistic
description of timber behaviour in modelling
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Design methods for CLT in fire

Market analysis by SP Trätek
300

Used in example calculation
250

150
25

19

34 35

35 34

43

35

34 43
40 27

43 40
35 40

43

34 35
19

43

34

22 21
34 35

35 34

43

27 30

21

35 34

43

19
21
19
27 30
43 19
22 21
43
19 34
19 24 3031,534 34
43
43 35 34 43
35 34
35 34
34 30
22
34 35
30 19
34 19 34 35
19 27 27 19 27 34 30
19
30
43
43
19 19
19
19
35
40
40
24
19
19
30
27
22
21
21 40
50 19 19 22
27 30 21 35 40
19
19 22 21 27 30
31 22 30 27 35
21 19 44 22 21
30
34
34 40 26 2744
22 19 24 3031,534 34
19
19 22 22
34 34 43 34 43 40 43 25 22 24
34 34 35 35 34 43 35 34 4343 40 43
34 35 35 34 43
1919 22 19 19 27 27 19 27 30 30
19 19 1919 19 30 19
1919
0

100

34 43

40

43

30 22

24 19 19

19 19 30

34

21 19

44 22 21

27 30

21 35

43 40

57
60
66
72
78
80
81
82
85
90
90
95
95
107
108
116
120
129
140
110
95
120
117
120
125
125
132
140
145
146
147
159
162
171
175
182
183
199
200
215
133
178
202
203
221
226
235

h [mm]

200

3

5
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7

Revision EN 1995-1-2:
Analysis of unprotected CLT elements:
 Charring depth

Revision EN 1995-1-2:
Analysis of protected CLT elements:
 Charring depth, tf and tch based on model in background document to EN 1995-1-2
Wall Elements

Floor Elements

Method can provide conservative results, Optimization desirable
64

Revision EN 1995-1-2:
Analysis of separation function: following V. Schleifer ETH

tins = 6 tprot,i-1 + tins,i

&/7HOHPHQW
,QGLYLGXDO
OD\HUV

tprot,i = (tprot,0,i · kpos,exp,i · kpos,unexp,i + ȴti) · kj,i
 Each layer considered separately, without structural
interaction (gluing) between the layers and without
influence of joints between the boards in one layer
 Except the element joint

3URWHFWLRQOD\HU
WSURW r&

,QVXODWLRQOD\HU
WLQV r&

Verification if fully applicable to CLT
based on tests in the database !

Revision EN 1995-1-2:
Analysis of separation function: following Schleifer model
 Separation Function (EI) for unlined elements
Wall Elements

Floor Elements

?

Method can provide results on the safe side,
Influence of loadbearing may reduce separation function,
Currently limited number of test results,
Potential convective flows must excluded.
65

Revision EN 1995-1-2:
Analysis of separation function: following V. Schleifer ETH
 Separation Function (EI) for unprotected elements, joint influence

Elements with joints

Revision EN 1995-1-2:
Analysis of separation function: following V. Schleifer ETH
 Separation Function (EI) for unprotected elements

Current joint influence

Potential improvement with respect to consider the joint influence more accurate
66

Producer Survey
Producer specific setups! – common product setups?
Please insert the information of your relevant and most frequently used CLT products
(please name first the most important products)
Element

Quality
non-visible

Type/Name

No. of plys

Total thickness [mm]

120-5s

5

120

Assembly [mm]
(please underline the cross-layer)
20-30-20-30-20

Wall
visible

non-visible
Floor
visible

non-visible
Roof
visible

until now 9 answers of producers

Revision EN 1995-1-2:
Comparison of producer specific standard setups:
 Walls 3- layers
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Revision EN 1995-1-2:
Comparison of producer specific standard setups:
 Walls 5- layers

Potential generic setup made of 20, 30 an 40 mm layers

Producer Survey
Producer experience and needs within/for the fire design?

1) What is your experience with regard to the fire design of CLT?
2) What is the current basis for the design of your products?
3) What are your requirements for
(i) the new fire design model of CLT, and for
(ii) the fire protection engineering design regulations (detailing) for CLT,
which should be included in the new Eurocode 5-1 fire part (EN 1995-1-2)?
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Next Steps:
FSUW – Network and COST Action
1. Identification of needs in practice and producers
2. Extension of database for fire tests with CLT elements
3. Development of design approaches
Realisation process:

Survey about producer experience, needs
and standard element setups


Gathering of further test data,
(confidentiality agreement)



Coordinated additional fire tests if needed



Active integration of stakeholders
(producers, designers, …)

Timetable
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Presentation given by
Joachim Schmid, ETH Zürich, Switzerland
Title:
Reaction to fire and fire resistance tests with CLT
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COST Action FP1404
Fire Safe Use of Bio-based Building Products

WG2/TG1 Meeting
Joachim SCHMID, ETH
H – IBK
BKK-Chair of Timber Structures

Zurich, 2017
177-03
033
3-10
and 2017
177-03
033
3-11

1

Reaction to fire – R2F
”Materials contribution to a fire development”
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Basic vocabulary- Begriffe

Brandsicherheit
Brandverhalten
Feuerwiderstand
Brandwiderstand
Brandeigenschaft
“heiße Bemessung”
ideell

fire safety
fire resistance
reaction to fire
fire performance
fire behaviour
fire design
effective
fire safety engineering

temperature

Reaction to fire

Ignition

Cooling phase

Fully developed fire

Spread

Initial phase

Fire resistance

time

Flash over

Reaction to fire

Fotos: WarringtonFireGent
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A2

s1 - s3

d0 - d2

B

s1 - s3

d0 - d2

C

s1 - s3

d0 - d2

D

s1 - s3

d0 - d2

E



- or d2

F





Ignition

Cooling phase

A1

Fully developed fire

Burning
droplets

Spread

Smoke

Initial phase

Euro-class

temperature

Reaction to fire – The Euroclass system

time

Flash over

Reaction to fire

Fotos: WarringtonFireGent

Ignition

Cooling phase
se

Fully developed fire

Spread

Initial phase

temperature

Reaction to fire

BUT: Wh
BUT
Whatt ddoes it mean?

time

Flash over

Reaction to fire

Fotos: WarringtonFireGent
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Ignition

Cooling phase

Fully developed fire

Spread

Initial phase

temperature

Reaction to fire

time

Flash over

Reaction to fire

Fotos: WarringtonFireGent

Ignition

Cooling phase

Fully developed fire

Spread

Non-linear Classes A to D (F)
3 tests available
Testing of end product
Not a material property only
In general wood is class D
Wood based products are never noncombustible
Today no reliable possibility exists to
simulate R2F

Initial phase

Observe:

temperature

Reaction to fire

time

Flash over
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Reaction to fire
What it the product used for?

¾ Internal
¾ Surfaces
Wall and ceiling surfaces

¾ Floorings

Reaction to fire – interior vs. exterior surfaces

Durability of the product?

Improved reaction to fire
properties by treatments:
fire-retardant treated wood-based
products
ST
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INT 1

INT 2

EXT

Reaction to fire ?
¾ Fassades
¾ Not a “reaction to fire class”-property only
¾ several test methods are available at the moment Æ harmonization? (EGOLF)
¾ Differences in geometry (height, corner,…), fuel and measurement system

Reaction to fire
¾ Classification
¾ Tests required Æ test reports
¾ Æ Classification according to EN 13501-2
¾ Classification without further testing CWFT
lists available, e.g. https://www.dibt.de
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Reaction to fire - CWFT
¾ Classification without further testing CWFT
lists available, e.g. https://www.dibt.de
¾ Decision of the European Commission NOT e.g. a standardization committee

Reaction to fire - CWFT
¾ Classification without further testing CWFT
lists available, e.g. https://www.dibt.de

¾ Decision of the European Commission NOT e.g. a standardization committee

¾ at the moment available for glulam but not for CLT!
It is expected that wide distances between lamella will be a problem
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Fire resistance testing
¾ R 60
¾ EI 30
¾ REI 90

¾ Capsule criterion (K-classes)

Fire resistance tests
INTENTION OF STANDARD TESTS
- Aim: Classification
- Purpose: Comparison or Verification
- In general it is not aimed for increasing knowledge with respect to building mechanics!
BUT: this can be achieved by considering very limited details

¾ Loaded tests
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Ultimate load bearing capacity has to be predicted
Support conditions have to be defined
Tests shall be terminated at/near failure only
Residual cross section has to be determined at failure
Temperature measurements shall follow standard rules
Observations should be performed (often considered as “extra”)
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Fire resistance tests – temperature measurements in CLT
¾ General requirements (EN 1363-1)
Annex C:

Preparation of specimen for fire resistance tests:

Installation of thermocouples during the
production is recommended!

Fire resistance tests – temperature measurements in CLT
Preparation of specimen for fire resistance tests:

Max temperature always lower
when drilled after production

Inlaid, during
production

12min

Drilled, after
production
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7min

Presentation given by
Dhionis Dhima, CSTB, France
Title:
CLT fire resistance tests in France
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CLT

Dhionis DHIMA

09/03/2017

1

CLT - Leno
¾ 17+33+17+17+27+17+17+33+17=195
¾ 4,6m x 2,97 m, 500 kg/m2
¾ REI150

81

09/03/2017

2

CLT – Leno

3

09/03/2017

CLT - Leno
Début de la
combustion de
Epaisseur
la couche
Température Couche couche
(T=300°C)
(mm)
t (min)
Tmoy
Tmax
Tmoy
Tmoy
Tmax
Tmoy
Tmax
Tmoy
Tmax
Tmoy
Tmax
Tmoy
Tmax

C1
C1
C2/2
C2
C2
C3
C3
C4
C4
C5
C5
C6
C6

17
17
16.5
33
33
17
17
17
17
27
27
17
17

25.5
25.0
25.5
25.5
25.0
66.0
63.0
88.0
84.5
113.0
109.0
134.0

Fin de la
combustion
de la couche
(T=300°C)

Emoy

Couches

Du début de l'essai
jusqu'à 300°C sans
délamination

37.50
66.00
63.00
88.00
84.50
113.00
109.00
143.50
134.00

0.67
0.68
1.38
0.81
0.87
0.77
0.79
0.68
0.69
0.89
1.08

Epaisseur
(mm)
C1
17
C1
17
C1+C2/2
33.5
C1+C2
50
C1+C2
50
C1+C2+C3
67
C1+C2+C3
67
C1+C2+C3+C4
84
C1+C2+C3+C4
84
C1+C2+C3+C4+C5
111
C1+C2+C3+C4+C5
111

150.50

1.03

C1+C2+C3+C4+C5

t (min)
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09/03/2017

Emoy

1.02

0.83

111

4

Temperature evolutions at the interface of three successive
layers of a CLT (5 x 19 =95 mm) without delamination
Temps (min)

O (T) et C(T) - EC5-1.2

30

60

dchar (mm)

19.97

37.33

deff,compression (mm)

59.27

38.44

k0d0 compression (mm)

15.76

19.24

deff,traction (mm)

65.52

46.23

k0d0 traction (mm)

9.51

11.44

deff,cisaillement (mm)

61.61

41.36

k0d0 cisaillement (mm)

13.42

16.31

E0 (mm)

0.67

0.62

dchar (mm) - essais

tchar (min) E0 (mm)

19

28

0.68

42

68

0.62

05/09/2014

5

CLT (5 x19=95 mm) – Without delamination

Temps (min)
dchar (mm)

20

30

40

13.70 19.97 25.93

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

31.72 37.33 42.79 48.11 53.34 58.46 63.54

def f ,compression (mm) 67.43 59.27 51.95

45.10 38.44 31.82 25.53 19.62 14.20

k 0d0 compression (mm) 13.88 15.76 17.13

18.18 19.24 20.38 21.36 22.04 22.34 21.94

def f ,traction (mm)

52.42 46.23 40.16 34.31 28.70 23.37 18.40

k 0d0 traction (mm)

72.90 65.52 58.79
8.40

9.53

9.51 10.28

10.86 11.44 12.05 12.59 12.96 13.17 13.07

def f ,cisaillement (mm)

69.48 61.61 54.52

47.84 41.36 34.95 28.82 23.02 17.64 12.85

k 0d0 cisaillement (mm)

11.82 13.42 14.56

15.44 16.31 17.26 18.07 18.64 18.90 18.61
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09/03/2017

6

Temperature evolution in interface of three successive layers
CLT 5 x 20 =100 mm, without delamination

05/09/2014

7

CLT (5 x20=100 mm) – With delamination

84

09/03/2017

8

Temperature evolutions at the interface three successive layers of
a CLT 5 x 20 =100 mm with delamination

9

09/03/2017

CLT (5 x20=100 mm) – With delamination
EC5
Temps (min)

5

29

30

45

46

59

60

dchar (mm)

2.66
89.72
7.63
92.71
4.63
90.84
6.50

19.62
65.88
14.51
71.76
8.62
68.08
12.30

23.53
64.74
11.73
70.13
6.34
66.76
9.71

39.95
47.62
12.43
52.78
7.27
49.55
10.49

43.64
46.24
10.12
50.86
5.51
47.97
8.39

60.43
28.61
10.96
33.19
6.38
30.33
9.24

65.09
26.62
8.29
30.43
4.48
28.05
6.86

deff ,compression (mm)
k0d0 compression (mm)
deff ,traction (mm)
k0d0 traction (mm)
deff ,cisaillement (mm)
k0d0 cisaillement (mm)

85
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10

Merci de votre attention

05/09/2014
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11

Presentation given by
Stefan Bedö, Binderholz Bausysteme GmbH, Germany
Title:
Fire design of CLT – open questions of current status
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Fire design of CLT –
open questions of current status
Dr.-Ing. Stefan Bedö
Binderholz Bausysteme GmbH

Expert Meeting „Fire behaviour of CLT“
09. Until 10. März 2017, Zürich, ETH

Topics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

binderholz – the company
Calculation of Criterion E (integrity)
Calculation of Criterion R (load capacity)
Discussion fire test
BBS Projects
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1. binderholz

Ƒ

binderholz
Family-owned enterprise
1.500 employees
9 sites (AT, DE, FI)

Foundation 1957: frame saw mill Fügen
the company Ƒ

89

Sites

the company Ƒ

Fügen, AT

Sites Ƒ

90

Kösching, DE

Sites Ƒ

Lieksa, FI

Sites Ƒ

91

Nurmes, FI

Sites Ƒ

St. Georgen, AT

Sites Ƒ

92

Jenbach, AT

Sites Ƒ

Unternberg, AT

Sites Ƒ

93

Burgbernheim, DE

Sites Ƒ

2. Calculation of Criterion E (integrity)

94

Ƒ

Present status
•
•
•
•
•

EN 1995-1-2: 2010-12 contains calculation method
No information about CLT
їtherefore test are necessary (Annex E.1 (3))
Limited for a maximum fire resistance time of 60 min
NA DE does not support calculation method

2. Calculation of Criterion E (integrity)

Questions to be discussed
•
•
•
•

Has the new EC5 specifications for CLT?
Does the NA DE acknowledge the calculation method?
Calculation method still restricted to 60 min?
E.1 (2) says: „The requirements related to the Criterion E (integrity) will be accepted if the
requirements related to the Criterion I (insulation) are accepted and it is ensured that the cladding will not
separate on the opposite site of the fire. “

– Smoke impermeability requirements satisfied?
(Baden-Württemberg)
– What about CLT with visible surface on the opposite site of the fire?
2. Calculation of Criterion E (integrity)
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Questions to be discussed
• How does a calculation work for CLT?

1

2

3

1

2

3

• Will the regulations in „Fire Safety in timber-buildings —
Technical guideline for Europe“ be part of the new EC5?
• Coefficient kj,i for butt joints are missing
• Will CLT have defined calculation values tprot,CLT and tins,CLT?
2. Calculation of Criterion E (integrity)

3. Calculation of Criterion R (load capacity)
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Ƒ

Present status
• EN 1995-1-2: 2010-12 contains reduced charring rates for
tchчƚчƚf
• After tf calculate dchar with 2·ɴ0
• Zero-strength layer d0=7 mm
• For gaps 2 < wgap чϲŵŵcharring need to be calculate with
notional charring rate ɴn=1,2· ɴ0 (fire safety in timber
buildings)
3. Calculation of Criterion R (load capacity)

Questions to be discussed
• Will EC5 contain infos about tf-times?
• Calculate dchar after tf always with 2·ɴ0?
What if an insulation (melting point dш1000°C) is installed in
the installation cavity?
• Increasing Zero-strength layer d0=7 mm to d0=12 mm
– Don‘t forget economy!!!
– Min layer thickness for load bearing capacity needed ;ǌ͘͘шϯŵŵͿ

3. Calculation of Criterion R (load capacity)
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Questions to be discussed
• Consideration of gaps between 2 < wgap чϲŵŵnot possible
– Detailed definition of gap width
• Valid for a single value for the element?
• Valid for a maximum total length of gaps for the element?

– Increasing maximum gap width?
(EN 16351 wgap чϲŵŵͿ

• Design method for elements wit Criterion M (mechanical)
• If lowermoast layer is a 3-layer-softwood-panel, dchar?
3. Calculation of Criterion R (load capacity)

Design Example
nk = 2,5 kN/m
2,50

N

gk = 2,8 kN/m

G

3,57

4,20

0

[mm/min]

d0 [mm]

150-5s (40-20-30-20-40)

150-5s (20-20-20-30-20-40)

0,74

7

0-0-16,4-20-40
fi,m = 67%

0-0-16,4-20-40
fi,m = 67%

0,65/1,3

7

0,65/1,3

12

0-0-6-20-40
fi,m = 136%
160-5s (40-20-40-20-40)
0-0-1-20-40
0-0-0-20-40
fi,m = 192%
160-5s (40-20-40-20-40)

0-0-0-0-11-40
fi,m = 191%
180-5s (20-20-30-40-30-40)
0-0-0-0-6-40
fi,m = 191%
180-5s (20-20-30-40-30-40)

3. Calculation of Criterion R (load capacity)
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Design Example
2,50

nk = 2,5 kN/m

2,50

3,52

gk = 2,8 kN/m

3,52

N
G

4,50

0

4,50

[mm/min]

d0 [mm]

150-5s (40-20-30-20-40)

150-5s (20-20-20-30-20-40)

0,74

7

0-0-16,4-20-40
fi,m = 76%

0-0-16,4-20-40
fi,m = 76%

0,65/1,3

7

0-0-6-20-40
fi,m = 156%
160-5s (40-20-40-20-40)

0-0-0-0-11-40
fi,m = 219%
180-5s (20-20-30-40-30-40)

0,65/1,3

12

0-0-1-20-40
0-0-0-20-40
fi,m = 219%
180-5s (40-30-40-30-40)

0-0-0-0-6-40
fi,m

= 219%

180-5s (20-20-30-40-30-40)
3. Calculation of Criterion R (load capacity)

Tested CLT-Elements for REI 90

4. Discussion fire tests
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Comparison charring rates
Vergleich Abbrand
EN 1995-1-2

Pr-11-2.082

Pr-11-2.070

130
120
110
100
90

dchar,0 [mm]

80
70
60
50
40

75

85

30
20
10

25

30

25

30

55

60

55

60

0
0

5

10

15

20

35

40

45

50

65

70

75

80

85

90

t [min]

4. Discussion fire tests

Comparison deflections
Vergleich Durchbiegungen
Pr-11-2.082

w Pr-11-2.070

160,0
140,0

w [mm]

120,0
100,0
80,0
60,0
40,0
20,0
0,0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

t [min]

4. Discussion fire tests
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Pr-11-2.082 suspended ceiling – charring rates
Pr-11-2.082 abgehängt
dchar,0 [mm]

def [mm] aus w

def-dchar,0 [mm]

120

dchar,0 [mm] bzw. def [mm]

100

80

60

40
27,5
20

0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

t [min]

4. Discussion fire tests

Pr-11-2.082 suspended ceiling - deflection

4. Discussion fire tests
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Pr-11-2.070 direct Application of gypsum fireboard –
charring rates

4. Discussion fire tests

Pr-11-2.070 direct Application of gypsum fireboard –
deflection
Pr-11-2.070 direkt
Pr-11-2.070 direkt

w Pr-11-2.070

ȴw [mm] aus dchar,0 nach EN 1995-1-2

mit d0=2,0
180,0

130
mit d0=2,0; 167,4
159,8
147,4

120
110

160,0
140,0

100

120,0

80
70

100,0

60

80,0

mm

dchar,0 [mm]

90

50
60,0

40
30

40,0

20

20,0

10

0,0

0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

t [min]

4. Discussion fire tests
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5. BBS Projects

Ƒ

7g housing area

Wagramerstraße, Wien, AT

103

Ƒ

7g housing area

Wagramerstraße, Wien, AT

Ƒ

L‘Aquila, IT

Ƒ

Rebuilding L‘Aquila
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Rebuilding L‘Aquila

L‘Aquila, IT

Ƒ

L‘Aquila, IT

Ƒ

Rebuilding L‘Aquila

105

ZillerSeasons – the Posthotel

Zell am Ziller, AT

Ƒ

Zell am Ziller, AT

Ƒ

ZillerSeasons – the Posthotel

106

Administration Juwi

Wörrstadt, DE

Ƒ

Wörrstadt, DE

Ƒ

Administration Juwi

107

5g Moxy Hotel

München Airport, DE

Ƒ

Mailand Airport, IT

Ƒ

4g Moxy Hotel

108

7g Moxy Hotel

Eschborn, DE

Ƒ

Wien Airport, AT

Ƒ

7g Moxy Hotel
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7g Moxy Hotel

Wien Airport, AT

Ƒ

Wenlock Road, London, GB

Ƒ

10g housing area
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10g housing area

Wenlock Road, London, GB

Ƒ

Wenlock Road, London, GB

Ƒ

10g housing area
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10g housing area

Wenlock Road, London, GB

Ƒ

Wenlock Road, London, GB

Ƒ

10g housing area
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10g housing area

Dalston Lane, London, GB

Ƒ

Dalston Lane, London, GB

Ƒ

10g housing area
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8g housing area

MacArthur Garden, Sydney, AUS

Ƒ

MacArthur Garden, Sydney, AUS

Ƒ

8g housing area

114

8g housing area

MacArthur Garden, Sydney, AUS

Ƒ

Strandsnäckan, S

Ƒ

5g housing area

115

5g housing area

Strandsnäckan, S

Ƒ

Ullerud, Oslo, N

Ƒ

Hospital

116

Hospital

Ullerud, Oslo, N

Ƒ

Bergen, N

Ƒ

5g Studentboliger Fantolf
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5g Studentboliger Fantolf

Bergen, N

Ƒ

Bergen, N

Ƒ

5g Studentboliger Fantolf
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Urban living is where all the old trees fall victim to the
development plan, and then the street names are named
after them.

Willy Meurer

119

Ƒ

Presentation given by
Sebastian Knoflach, Mayr-Melnhof Holz Holding AG, Austria
Title:
Fire design of CLT – open questions of current status

120

Mayr-Melnhof Holz Holding AG

www.mm-holz.com

Mayr-Melnhof Holz

Content:
1. Benefits of standardisation
2. Current calculation of fire resistance and charring rate
3. Fire protection test 2017 – Results
4. General Questions – Market demand
i.
ii.
iii.

2

Strength classes (acc. EN 14080)
Charring rate
Strenght classes

121

www.mm-holz.com

Benefits of standardisation

Standard Wall
Standard Wall

Standard Ceiling / Roof

Standard Wall

Standard Ceiling / Roof

-

8 different thicknesses -> 95% all Buildings
Surface -> NVI, IVI, LSP (C/B/A)
CE certification & ETA
www.mm-holz.com

3

MM CLT – MUF glued

MM CLT – PUR glued

Finger joint – PUR
Boards – MUF

Finger joint – PUR
Boards - PUR

Average
charring rate

Type
Detail

Current fire calculation

4

122

www.mm-holz.com

Fire protection test 2017
Type

MM CLT – MUF glued

Detail

140mm 5s [40-20-20-20-40]
No permanent load

Average
charring rate

1,2x1,2m area

duration 62,75 min
Ø 0,56 mm/min

www.mm-holz.com

5

General
Questions:
1. calculation of charring rate on standard cross-sections?
I.
II.

Increasing charring rate depending on thinner / more layers
Comparison of calculation?

2. Connections?
I.

Wall/Ceiling | Wall/Wall -> General solutions?

3. Strenght classes revised with EN 14080:2013
I.

6

Charring rate according to timber density? – results

123

www.mm-holz.com

Presentation given by
Andreas Golger, Stora Enso Building Solutions, Austria
Title:
Fire design of CLT
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Fire design of CLT
Expert meeting “Fire behaviour of
CLT”

CLT – Cross Laminated Timber

2

17.03.2016

Andreas Golger
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CLT: The product
 thickness

< 400 mm

 length

< 16.0 m

 width

< 2.95 m

 layers

3, 5, 7, 8, x

 gluing

edge & surface

 quality

visual, industr. visual, non-visual

3

CLT: The structure
edge gluing (EPI)

fingerjointing (PU)

+

+

max. 2,95 m (4,00 m)
max. 16,00 m

edge gluing

=
+
surface gluing (PU)

+

4
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Fire design
of CLT

5

17.03.2016

Andreas Golger

Fire design of CLT:

Fire resistance of building components
The performance characteristics are defined as follows according to the
classification standard EN 13501-2:



o R
o E
o I

(Load-bearing capacity)
(Integrity)
(Insulation)

The verification of fire resistance of timber components can be based on:



EITHER

classification reports in
accordance with
EN 13501-2
on the basis of large-scale fire tests

OR

on calculations according
to EN 1995-1-2,
respective national application
documents

6
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Fire design of CLT:

Verification of Fire resistance based on classification reports (based on
tests)
Fire resistance tests of CLT wall elements:



 Six years ago: about 35 kN/m

 Today: about 200 kN/m
 Tomorrow: ?

Source: https://naturfotografen-forum.de/o138465-Ende%20der%20Fahnenstange..!)

7

Fire design of CLT:

Verification of Fire resistance based on calculations acc. to EN 1995-1-2
R



(Load-bearing capacity):

o “Reduced cross-section method” according to EN 1995-1-2



E

(Integrity):



I

(Insulation):
o “Schleifer- method” according to the European guideline “Fire safety in timber buildings”

8
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Fire design of CLT:

Verification of Fire resistance based on calculations acc. to EN 1995-1-2
R: Charring rates



•

Wall elements (vertical components):
– 0.63 mm/min., if only one layer is affected by
exposure to fire.
– 0.86 mm/min. for each additional layer affected by
exposure to fire.

9

Fire design of CLT:

Verification of Fire resistance based on calculations acc. to EN 1995-1-2


R: Charring rates

•

Ceiling and roof elements (horizontal components):
– 0.65 mm/min., if only one layer is affected by exposure to
fire.
– 1.3 mm/min. for any additional layers affected by
exposure to fire until charring or the formation of a
25 mm-thick char layer. Thereafter, a charring rate of
0.65 mm/min. can be applied up to the next glue line.

10

129

Fire design of CLT:

Verification of Fire resistance based on calculations acc. to EN 1995-1-2


R: Charring rates & delamination


Use of polyurethane adhesives (not only!)
between individual layers may lead to certain
softening.

o possible consequence: at horizontal elements,
small sections of the heat-insulating char
layer may fall off (gravity?, bending?, thermal
expansion in different grain directions?,
shrinkage due to drying?)

o protective function of this area is lost

Fire design of CLT:

Verification of Fire resistance based on calculations acc. to EN 1995-1-2


R criterion in future



Improvements needed? => YES!



Basis for R-calculation => Charring rates
 How to test and how to determine charring rates? => Standard!?
 Charring rates into future version of EN 1995-1-2!

 Distinction between charring rate for CLT surface and CLT edge?
 Distinction between one-dimensional charring rate and notional charring rate?
 Distinction between CLT with edge-gluing and CLT without edge-gluing and gaps > ?mm?

 Distinction depending on the adhesive (that may lead to a certain softening) or not? (Delamination!?)
 Distinction between orthogonal and parallel glued layers?
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Fire design of CLT:

Verification of Fire resistance based on calculations acc. to EN 1995-1-2


R criterion in future



Improvements needed? => YES!



Zero strength layer

Quelle: Fire safety of bonded structural timber elements; Michael Klippel

Quelle: Charring of Wood; Esko Mikkola

Fire design of CLT:

Verification of Fire resistance based on calculations acc. to EN 1995-1-2


R criterion in future



Improvements needed? => YES!



Zero strength layer

Quelle: Fire exposed Cross-Laminated Timber – Modeling and Tests; J. Schmid, J. König and J. Köhler

Quelle: Charring of Wood; Esko Mikkola
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Fire design of CLT:

Verification of Fire resistance based on calculations acc. to EN 1995-1-2


R criterion in future



Improvements needed? => YES!



Zero strength layer
 How to test and how to determine based on existing tests!?
 How to consider non load-bearing layers being part of the temperature-influenced cross-section?
 Distinction between members under tension and members under compression?
 Distinction in relation to members exposed by fire from one side and members exposed by fire
from both (or more) sides?

Fire design of CLT:

Verification of Fire resistance based on calculations acc. to EN 1995-1-2


R criterion in future



Improvements needed? => YES!



Protective layers (e.g. gypsum boards)

Fig.: Illustration of the charring depth depending on the time for tch < tf [EN 1995-1-2]
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Fire design of CLT:

Verification of Fire resistance based on calculations acc. to EN 1995-1-2
R criterion in future



Improvements needed? => YES!



Protective layers (e.g. gypsum boards)

Failure time for vertical elements
[min]



80,0

80,0

70,0
63,4

60,0

55,0

50,0
40,0
30,0

31,5

20,0

Failure time
according to
calculation (ON
B 1995-1-2)
Failure time
according to
determination on
basis of largescale fire tests

10,0
0,0
12,5 mm GKF
2 x 15 mm GKF
Fire protection plasterboard (type F)

Fire design of CLT:

Verification of Fire resistance based on calculations acc. to EN 1995-1-2


R criterion in future



Improvements needed? => YES!



Protective layers (e.g. gypsum boards)
 Distinction between protective layers being fixed directly on CLT or being fixed on e.g. a service
cavity in front of CLT or on a common timber frame structure!
 Distinction depending on the fixing (screws, nails, staples)?
 Too conservative equations in current EN 1995-1-2! (were developed for timber framed
constructions originally)
 Equations (tch and tf) do not match to each other (depending on number and thickness of
protective layers)!
 Equations for gypsum plasterboards type F!
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Fire design of CLT:

Verification of Fire resistance based on calculations acc. to EN 1995-1-2


E & I criterion in future



Improvements needed? => YES!



“Schleifer”-method
 Into EN 1995-1-2!
 The calculation method should refer to massive timber constructions as well
and should be extended in terms of joint coefficients concerning common
joints in CLT- constructions.

Fire design of CLT:

Verification of Fire resistance based on calculations acc. to EN 1995-1-2


E & I criterion in future



Improvements needed? => YES!



“Schleifer”-method
 By referring to cross laminated timber, clear rules regarding following issues
would be helpful:
 When to consider CLT as one massive wooden board and when to
consider each layer of CLT as individual massive wooden boards?
 How to handle or rather take into consideration the joint coefficient
depending on if a delamination between individual layers of one CLT
element can be excluded or not?
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Fire design of CLT:

Future version of EN 1995-1-2


General comments
 Some parts/rules of current EN 1995-1-2 address timber framed constructions only, although they
seem to be valid for massive timber constructions as well.

 This limit in wording of rules often leads to hesitation in usage of standards!
 If rules do not address timber frame constructions only, the wording should be more generalised.

Fire design of CLT:

Future version of EN 1995-1-2
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Ing. Andreas Golger, M.Eng.
R&D Manager, Fire Safety
Stora Enso Building Solutions

Thank you!

+43 664 8292039
andreas.golger@storaenso.com
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Presentation given by
Chiara Bedon, University of Trieste, Italy
Title:
Buckling performance of timber log-haus and novel CLT log-haus
systems in fire conditions fire
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COST Action FP1404
Fire Safe Use of Bio-based Building Products

Buckling performance of
timber log-haus and novel CLT log-haus systems
in fire conditions
Chiara Bedon, University of Trieste
Massimo Fragiacomo, University of L’Aquila
EXPERT MEETING
Zurich, 09-10/03/2017

1

Log-haus structural
ctural sy
systems
ystems
 C24 spruce
 Multiple logs (LVL or glue-laminated
ue-lam
minated
d section)
section)
d
 Metal fasteners avoided
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Log-haus structural systems
 Past research study (FE parametric investigation + full-scale buckling
experiments)
Î simple analytical formulations for the prediction of the Euler’s critical load
Î calibration of standardized buckling design curves (Eurocode)
N

(E)
cr , 0 d

E A ,d
S 2 b3
kV   
2
12 L § § E
·
·
d
A
,
¨1  ¨
¸
1 ¸
¨ ¨© 2Gd ¸¹ ¸
©
¹

Buckling resistance in fire conditions?
Novel CLT log
gg-haus
systems?
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Past experiment
p
1000

3m x 3m
Temperature [°C]

800
600
400
200

ISO
Furnace

0
0

10

20

N= 45kN/m

Past experiment
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30

Time [min]

40

50

60

Past experiment

FE numerical investigation

12

Conductivity
Specific heat

40
P10
P10-FE

8

P15
P15-FE

6
4

P16
P16-FE

2

20

0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

Temperature [°C]

10

MOE
Density

1.0
0.8

0 specimen
- Full 3D solid model representa
representative
tta
ati
t ve of
of half the
specime
- Nominal overall
rall dimensions for
or the
or
the
he wall
wal
al
- Rectangular cross-section for lo
logs,
og
gss, including carpentry joints
-10
- Material properties
accordance
perties in accorda
dan
da
ncce with
witth
wi
h Eurocode provisions
prov
10

0

p(T) / p(20°C)

Temperature [°C]

30

p(T) / p(20°C)

11

0.6
0.4
0.2

20

30

0.0

0

40

Time
[min]
200
400

600

50
800

Temperature [°C]
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1000

60
1200

FE numerical investigation
1000

Exposure time [min]
15
30
45

Temperature [°C]

800

60 (collapse)

600
400

15min

30min

45min

200
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

Distance from exposed surface [mm]

- Uniform distribution of temperatures
outrrig
gge
g rs
- Key role of orthogonal logs acting as outriggers

FE numerical investigation
Out-of-plane displacement [mm]

0

-5

-10

-15
P1
P1-FE

P2
P2-FE

P3
P3-FE

-20
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Time [min]

Close correlation between experimental and FE deformations
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FE parametric study
Out-of-plane displacement [mm]

0

-5

-10
u =L
L/300
0
Inward

Outward

-15

No initial curvature
P2-FE
P1-FE

P3-FE

-20
10

0
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30

40

50

60

Time [min]

Negligible effect of initial geometrical imperfections,
due to fire loading

FE parametric study
Out-of-plane displacement [mm]

0

Deformation ratio > 3 mm/min
61.5 min
46.9 min
28.6 min
19.3 min
9.9 min

R N= 1

-10
-20

RN= 2
R N= 4

-30

Deformation ratio > 7 mm/min
62.0 min
48.7 min
34.4 min
30.7 min
20.5 min

-40
P1-FE

RN= 5

R N= 3

-50
0

10

20

30

Time [min]

40

50

60

Variation in magnitude of the applied in-plane compressive load N
(RN=1 for the reference configuration, N= 45kN/m)
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FE parametric study
Out-of-plane displacement [mm]

0

RF= 0

-10
-20

RF= 0.1
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ABAQUS control point
P1-FE
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RF= 0.3

-60
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Fire exposure of outriggers (RF=0 for the reference experimental setup)

Design approach
Applicability of standardized approaches for log-haus walls?
Î REDUCED SECTION METHOD
1.0

0.65mm / min

d0

ABAQUS

TEST

0.8

Nfi / N20

E char ,n

340kN / m

N 20

d  E char ,n u t  d 0

d ef

h
21.5 
10

Timber member in bending,
with exposed side in compression

0.6
0.4
Fitting y= e-0.03x
0.2
0.0
0
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Applicability of standardized approaches for log-haus walls?
Î REDUCED SECTION METHOD
1.0

ABAQUS

d  E char ,n u t  d 0

E char ,n

0.8
0.6

0.65mm / min

def / d

d ef

Linear fitting

0.4
EC (Eq.(6))

d0

21.5 

h
10

0.2
0.0
0.0

Timber member in bending,
with exposed side in compression

0.2

0.4

0.6

Relative charring depth

0.8

Novel CLT log-haus concept (in progress)

(a)

(b)
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1.0

Novel CLT log-haus concept (in progress)
3x3m log wall
Standard ISO curve
N= 45 kN/m

Novel CLT log-haus concept (in progress)
Current outcomes for the novel CLT concept:
-

Marked increase of overall stability under in-plane compressive
loads, even in fire conditions

-

Equivalent material properties for the CLT section proved to offer
reliable FE results

-

The latter finding lead to a rational application of simplified design
methods (i.e. reduced section method) for verification purposes

Open questions:
- A wide set of geometrical configurations should be investigated,
including log-haus walls with door/window openings
-

Optimal layout for timber logs should be detected based on parametric
studies
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3x3m log wall
Standard ISO curve
N= 45 kN/m

Presentation given by
Alaistar Bartlett, University of Edinburgh, UK
Title:
Compartment fires with exposed timber elements
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Alastair Bartlett, Rory Hadden, Juan Hidalgo, Simon Santamaria, Felix Wiesner,
Luke Bisby, Susan Deeny, Barbara Lane
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http://www.constructionenquirer.com/2016/04/08/londons-first-timber-skyscraper-plan-put-to-mayor/
http://www.building.co.uk/the-rise-of-cross-laminated-timber/5069291.article

Structural Community

•
•
•
•

Fire Community

• Compartment fire experimentation
• Understanding fire phenomena
• Thermal exposure a function of
compartment (geometry, opening,
materials, fuel…)
• Key failure mode: burning

Furnace testing of elements
Comparative ratings (REI60/90/120)
Thermal exposure imposed
Key failure mode: loss of loadbearing capacity

Fragiacomo, M., Menis, A., Clemente, I., Bochicchio, G. & Ceccotti, A. 2012. Fire Resistance of Cross-Laminated Timber Panels Loaded Out of Plane.
Journal of Structural Engineering, 139.
Hadden, R. M., Bartlett, A. I., Hidalgo, J. P., Santamaria, S., Wiesner, F., Bisby, L., Deeny, S. & Lane, B. 2017. Compartment fire induced failure modes of
engineered timber construction. 12th International Symposium on Fire Safety Science. Lund, Sweden: International Association of Fire Safety Science.
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fire
dynamics

delamination

loss of mechanical
properties
sustained
flaming?

flame
spread
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CO/CO2

ql,c

CO/CO2

Pyrolysis
Gases

Water
vapour

Gas zone

Cellulose
Hemicellulose
Lignin

Water
vapour

Pyrolysing zone
w=0

w<wFSP

Wet zone

Liquid
water

Water
vapour

Dehydration zone

re-polymerisation

Char

Liquid
water

w>wFSP
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ql,r

qr

CO/CO2

Water
vapour

Pyrolysis
Gases

Tar

Char zone

qext

qc

qcond

Real ≠ Natural
≠ Parametric

Drysdale, D. 2011. An introduction to fire dynamics, John Wiley & Sons.

Mass flow rates
External Plume Severity

Gas Temperatures f(x,y,z,t)

Heat Release Rate
External Heat Flux

Hadden, R. M., Bartlett, A. I., Hidalgo, J. P., Santamaria, S., Wiesner, F., Bisby, L., Deeny, S. & Lane, B. 2017. Compartment fire induced failure modes of
engineered timber construction. 12th International Symposium on Fire Safety Science. Lund, Sweden: International Association of Fire Safety Science.
Bartlett, A. I., Hadden, R. M., Hidalgo, J. P., Santamaria, S., Wiesner, F., Bisby, L., Deeny, S. & Lane, B. 2017. Auto-Extinction of Engineered Timber:
Application to Compartment Fires. 12th International Symposium on Fire Safety Science. Lund, Sweden: International Association of Fire Safety Science.
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FUEL + ENVIRONMENT Æ FIRE DYNAMICS Æ FIRE IMPACTS
thermophysical
properties;
structure;
chemistry;
combustion

heat transfer;
contribution to fuel

fire development;
fire growth;
fire spread

As Wood Cribs

damage to structure;
loss of life;
damage to adjacent
structure

As Timber Linings

Drysdale, D. 2011. An introduction to fire dynamics, John Wiley & Sons.
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Goals can vary – e.g.
 Understanding effects of exposed

timber on fire dynamics
 Understanding effects of fire plume
on external fire spread


Measurements taken must reflect
this
 Careful consideration of e.g.

Knowledge &
Understanding

temperature, HRR measurements
 Additional measurements reflecting
goal(s) of the experiments

Fully encapsulated
Fully exposed
 No knowledge of effects of
 Some knowledge of effects of
timber in compartment fires
exposed timber, but only in
terms of HRR
 Limited knowledge of
performance of plasterboard



Very limited temperature measurements made
Inconsistent fuel loading between different researchers
(propane burners, wood cribs, “real fuel”, combination)
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409 experiments shared over 8
laboratories
 Systematic variation of
compartment shape, size,
ventilation opening, fire load,
crib characteristics, and airflow
 Mass loss, gas temperatures
and external heat fluxes
measured for all experiments
 As a result, we have gained
significant understanding of
compartment fire dynamics
with non-combustible linings


Thomas, P. H. & Heselden, A. 1972. Fully-developed fires in single compartments. Fire Research Note.






Clear aims and goals – what do we want to understand?
Instrumentation planned to reflect this
Consistency around fuel load:
 Propane burners: good for quantified, constant mass burning rate. Bad for

interaction with compartment.
 “Real” fuel loads: good for interaction with compartment, bad for
repeatability/reproducability.
 Wood cribs: good for interaction with compartment, good for
repeatability/reproducability, have been shown to behave similarly to “real”
fuel loads.
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Aim: to understand and quantify conditions
leading to full-scale auto-extinction, building on
bench-scale work



ᇱᇱ
݉ሶ 
ܮ௩ ൌ ܳሶ ᇱᇱ  ܳሶ ᇱᇱ െ ܳሶ ᇱᇱ



Critical mass loss rate for extinction
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HEAT SOURCE

14 – 35 kW/m2







14 – 35 kW/m2






Test series A – left at constant heat flux to
allow auto-extinction (or otherwise) through
build-up of char layer
Test series B – preheated at 40kW/m2 to
allow auto-extinction through reduction of
external heat flux
Mass loss or temperature profile recorded

Samples at constant heat flux found to
extinguish at heat fluxes below ~31kW/m2
Samples subjected to pre-heating were
found to extinguish when dropped to heat
fluxes below ~31kW/m2
Critical mass flux at extinction was found to
be around 3.5g/m2s (at ambient O2)
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15

Mass Flux [g/m2s]

12

31kW/m2

ᇱᇱ
݉ሶ 
ܮ௩ ൌ ܳሶ ᇱᇱ  ܳሶ ᇱᇱ െ ܳሶ ᇱᇱ

9

35kW/m2

22kW/m2

6

3
0

0

400

800
1200
Time from Ignition [s]

x2

x2
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1600

2000

x1

3+ video cameras

174-275 in-depth TCs

O2, CO2, CO calorimetry

Mass loss

53-128 gas phase TCs 13 pressure probes
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Infrared imaging

8 external TSCs,
21-34 internal TSCs







One experiment with exposed back wall and ceiling achieved
auto-extinction
Findings from bench-scale can work at full scale
Four others did not – data from these experiments allow us to
understand why auto-extinction does or does not occur
Delamination, amount of exposed timber, and encapsulation
all significant issues – understanding needed
Allows comparison and understanding of future experiments

Hadden, R. M., Bartlett, A. I., Hidalgo, J. P., Santamaria, S., Wiesner, F., Bisby, L., Deeny, S. & Lane, B. 2017. Compartment fire induced failure modes of
engineered timber construction. 12th International Symposium on Fire Safety Science. Lund, Sweden: International Association of Fire Safety Science.
Bartlett, A. I., Hadden, R. M., Hidalgo, J. P., Santamaria, S., Wiesner, F., Bisby, L., Deeny, S. & Lane, B. 2017. Auto-Extinction of Engineered Timber:
Application to Compartment Fires. 12th International Symposium on Fire Safety Science. Lund, Sweden: International Association of Fire Safety Science.
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Presentation given by
Alar Just, Rise, Sweden
Title:
Natural fire tests on compartments with CLT
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Natural fire tests on compartments with CLT
Daniel Brandon
Alar Just
RISE Wood Building Technology, Sweden
Zürich
ch, 2017
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1

Summary of compartment fire tests
– 42 fire tests of timber compartments
– Results of ongoing tests (NFPA, University of Edinburgh,
Southwest Research Institute, International Code Council)
are not included

2
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Summary of compartment fire tests
• McGregor (2013)

• Lennon et al. (2000)

• Li et al. (2014)

• Hakkarainen (2002)

• Medina Hevia (2014)

• Frangi and Fontana (2005)

• Su and Lougheed (2014)

• Frangi et al. (2008)

• Kolaitis et al. (2014)

• Kampmeier (2009)

• Su and Muradori (2015)

• Lennon et al. (2010)

• Janssens (2015)

• Peng et al. (2011)

• Hox (2015)
3

4
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Focus of discussions:
– Duration, temperatures and heat release rates of a compartment fire
– The effect of the compartment fire on the charring rate
– Fall-off times of gypsum boards or other protection
– Fire spread out of the compartment

6

Duration, temperatures and heat release rates of a
compartment fire
• McGregor (2013)

• Lennon et al. (2000)

• Li et al. (2014)

• Hakkarainen (2002)

• Medina Hevia (2014)

• Frangi and Fontana (2005)

• Su and Lougheed (2014)

• Frangi et al. (2008)

• Kolaitis et al. (2014)

• Kampmeier (2009)

• Su and Muradori (2015)

• Lennon et al. (2010)

• Janssens (2015)

• Peng et al. (2011)

• Hox (2015)

Exposed timber

7
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Duration, temperatures and heat release rates of a
compartment fire
• McGregor (2013)

• Lennon et al. (2000)

• Li et al. (2014)

• Hakkarainen (2002)

• Medina Hevia (2014)

• Frangi and Fontana (2005)

• Su and Lougheed (2014)

• Frangi et al. (2008)

• Kolaitis et al. (2014)

• Kampmeier (2009)

• Su and Muradori (2015)

• Lennon et al. (2010)
• Peng et al. (2011)

• Janssens (2015)
• Hox (2015)

CLT

8

Duration, temperatures and heat release rates of a
compartment fire
• McGregor (2013)

• Lennon et al. (2000)

• Li et al. (2014)

• Hakkarainen (2002)

• Medina Hevia (2014)

• Frangi and Fontana (2005)

• Su and Lougheed (2014)

• Frangi et al. (2008)

• Kolaitis et al. (2014)

• Kampmeier (2009)

• Su and Muradori (2015)

• Lennon et al. (2010)

• Janssens (2015)

• Peng et al. (2011)

• Hox (2015)

Heat release rate
measurements
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9

Duration, temperatures and heat release rates of a
compartment fire
Q;fuel;ext

Q;fuel;ext

Q;CLT;ext
Q
Q;CLT;int
Q
Q;f
Q;fuel;int

Q
Q;f
Q;fuel;int

Brandon D. (2016) Practical method to determine the contribution of structural timber to the rate of heat
release and fire temperature of post-flashover compartment fires. SP-rapport 2016:68, Stockholm, Sweden.

10

Duration, temperatures and heat release rates of a
compartment fire
McGregor & Medina
Hevia(2014):
- 8 fire tests of similar
compartments with different
quantities of exposed CLT
- HRR of the fire was measured
Goal:
Quantify the contribution of CLT
to the fire

11
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Duration, temperatures and heat release rates of a
compartment fire

Name in
reference
test 1
McG
test 2
McG
test 3
McG
test 4
McG
test 5
McG

Floor
area of
ignited
comp. (m2)

Ventilation
opening area
of ignited
comp. (m2)

Opening
factor

Main
Struct.
members

Gypsum board
protection (exposed
layer last)
12.7mm fire rated &
12.7mm fire rated
12.7mm fire rated &
12.7mm fire rated

15.75

2.14

0.042

CLT

test 2
MH
test 3
MH

Movable
fire load density
(MJ/m2)

Total measured heat
release (MJ/m2)

propane

486

686

furniture

533

379

None

propane

182

590

12.7mm fire rated &
12.7mm fire rated

furniture

553

364

None

furniture

529

978

furniture

532

furniture

532

furniture

532

63% of CLT surface:
12.7mm type X &
12.7mm type X
58% of CLT surface:
12X &
12.7mm type
12.7mm type X
79% of CLT surface:
12.7mm type X &
12.7mm type X

test 1
MH

Fuel type

12

Duration and temperatures of compartment fires
1400

Delamination?

Fall-off

delamination

Average Gas Temperature (°C)

1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0
0

20

40

60

80

Time (min)

13
1) McGregor (2013) skyddad CLT; ingen delamination
2) Medina Hevia (2014): oskyddad CLT; delamination sent i avsvalningsfas
3) Medina Hevia (2014): oskyddad CLT; delamination tidigt i avsvalningsfas
4) McGregor (2013) oskyddad CLT; delamination i fullt utvecklad fas
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13

Table 1: overview tests in which no decay of fire occurred before termination
Test
name

Reference

Main
structural
members

Thickness
and type of gypsum
board protection
(exposed layer last) (mm)

Movable
fire load
density
(MJ/m2)

Time to falling
of gypsum
plasterboards

LTF

N.F.

N.F.

N.F.

1000

no decay

64

none

900*

N.A.

1100

no decay

50

12.5mm type A

900*

The single layer fell
in 13 minutes

1000

no decay

46

655

N.F.

1100

no decay

115

1036

no decay

56

1000

no decay

63

800

no decay

49

Test
A1
Test
B1
Test
B2

Lennon et
al. (2000)

Test
F2

Hox (2015)
CLT
HLT
Unpublished

Test
G3

Lennon et
al. (2010)

LTF (floor 15mm type F
only)
15mm type F

450

After 40 minutes
the last layer
partially fell from
the ceiling

Test
I5

McGregor
(2013)
/Li et al.
(2014)

CLT

529

N.A.

Hakkarainen
HLT
(2002)

29% of walls and ceiling:
13mm standard
15mm fire proof

none

Approximate Approximate
Test
peak
time to start
duration
temperature
of decay
(min)
;϶Ϳ
(min)

The first layer fell
from the ceiling
but second layer
sustained
*backwards calculated in order to ignore the assumed a combustion efficiency of 0.8
Test
N1

Kolaitis et al
(2014)

CLT and
LTF

12.5mm type DF
12.5mm type DF

420

14

Table 1: overview tests involving exposed CLT in which decay of fire occurred
Thickness
Main
and type of gypsum
Test
Reference structural
board protection
name
members (exposed layer last)
(mm)
Test
McGregor
none
I3
(2013)
63% of CLT surface:
12.7mm type X
12.7mm type X

Test
K1

Test
K2

Test
K3

Medina
Hevia

CLT

58% of CLT surface:
12.7mm type X
12.7mm type X
79% of CLT surface:
12.7mm type X
12.7mm type X

Movable
fire load
density
(MJ/m2)

Time to falling
of gypsum
plasterboards

182

N.A.

After 75 minutes
the ceiling was
532
completely
unprotected
Two layers fell
after 27 minutes
532
and 45 minutes
from the ceiling
First layer fell in 25
minutes from a
532 wall. No falling of
the second layer
was reported

* rough estimation using graph in resource
temperature
**peak heat
release rate instead of average during a fully developed fire
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Approximate Approximate
Test
peak
time to start
duration
temperature
of decay
(min)
;϶Ϳ
(min)
980

45

53

1200

20*

120

1100*

20*

56

1100

20

81

15

Impact of the fire on the charring rate

CLT

16

16

Average charring rate (mm/min)

Impact of the fire on the charring rate
1.2
1
0.8

Decayed fires

0.6

fully develloped fire

0.4

Hadvig (1981)

0.2

Petterson and Ödeen
(1978)

0
0.00

0.02

0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12
Opening factor (m^(1/2))

0.14
17
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Table 1: overview of connections of gypsum boards to walls and reported failure times of gypsum boards
Test
name
B1
B2
B3

HLT
HLT

none
12.5mm type A

Shortest time to falling of
gypsum
per layer
(min)
N.A.
13

HLT

12.5mm type A
15.4mm type F

1st: 27
2nd: >169

12.5mm type A
15.4mm type F
12.5mm type F
12.5mm type F
15mm type F
15mm type F
15mm type F
15mm type F
12.7mm fire rated
12.7mm fire rated

1st: 32
2nd: N.F.

no falling reported

1st: 37,1
2nd: >53

Main
structural
members

Reference

Hakkarainen (2002)

B4

LTF

G1

LTF

G2

Lennon et al. (2010)

LTF

Thickness
and type of gypsum board protection (exposed layer
last) (mm)

2nd: 30

2nd: 40

G3

LTF

I1

CLT

I2

CLT

12.7mm fire rated
12.7mm fire rated

CLT

none

I4

CLT

12.7mm fire rated
12.7mm fire rated

I5

CLT

none

CLT

63% of CLT surface:
12.7mm type X
12.7mm type X

2nd: 72

CLT

58% of CLT surface:
12.7mm type X
12.7mm type X

1st: 27
2nd: 45

CLT

79% of CLT surface:
12.7mm type X
12.7mm type X

1st: 25
2nd: >81

CLT

16 mm type X
16 mm type X

I3

McGregor (2013)

K1

K2

Medina Hevia
(2014)

K3
Su and Muradori
(2015)

2nd: 107

<

N.A.
1st: 39
2nd: >53
N.A.

18

1st: 15

Gypsum fall-off times
180
Experimental failure of 2 layers of fire
rated gypsum board (min)

M1

Gypsum
fall-off
times

160
140
120
100
<

80
60
40
20
0
0

30
60
90
120
150
180
FSITB, fall of time type F for a standard fire (min)
170
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Fire spread

20

Fire spread

21
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Fire spread
60
Purpose built
flat/maisonette
timber framed
construction
(181 fires)

Percentage (%)

50
40
30

Residential
buildings of no
special
construction
(101570 fires)

20
10
0

Damaged area (m2)

4 large fires too
many in 3 years
in England

22

Fire spread
Important aspects:
•

Fire spread inside the buildings

•

Fire spread through cavities

•

Fire spread via the facade

23
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Compartment
with
combustible
linings

Fire spread

Hakkarainen (2002)
McGregor (2013)
Hox (2015)

Compartment
with noncombustible
linings

Frangi and
Fontana
(2005)

Lennon et al.
(2000)

24

Overall Conclusions
– Duration, temperatures and heat release rates of a compartment
fire
Delamination or fall-off of cladding materials leads to increased
charring rates, increased heat release rate, can lead to a second
flashover and extend the fire duration.
– The effect of the compartment fire on the charring rate
Delamination leads to increased charring rates

25
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Overall Conclusions
– Fall-off times of gypsum boards or other protection
Fall-off times can be lower than in a standard fire. This was most
clear in light timber frames
– Fire spread out of the compartment
ͻ Fire spread through connections or lamellas should be
avoided
ͻ Risk of fire spread via the facade is higher for compartments
with exposed timber linings
ͻ Fire spread through cavities can result in high damage fires
26

Ongoing tests: CLT compartment tests by the Fire Protection Research
Foundation, NFPA (USA)
Aim: Quantify the contribution of CLT to compartment fires
Timing: compartment tests finish in the summer of 2017
Note: this is ongoing work and minor changes can be made

27
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Ongoing tests: CLT compartment tests by the Fire Protection Research
Foundation, NFPA (USA)

28

Ongoing tests: CLT compartment tests by the Fire Protection Research
Foundation, NFPA (USA)
*Assuming CLT structure reusable

Ventilation
Opening

W1

W2

W3

1.8 m wide
x 2.0 m
high
3.6 m wide
x 2.0 m
high

Protected
Protected
exposed
Protected

Protected
Protected
Protected
Protected

Protected
Protected
Protected
Protected

exposed

Protected Protected Protected Protected

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

W4

Ceiling

Protected Protected
Protected exposed
Protected Protected
Protected Protected

TBD

TBD

Test ID
1-1
1-4
1-5
1-2
1-3

CLT
Structure
Room 1
Room 1*
Room 3
Room 2
Room 2*

1-6

Room 4

29
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Ongoing tests: CLT compartment tests by the International Code
Council (USA)
Aim: address fire service apprehension about fire performance of tall wood
buildings
Timing: compartment tests finish in the summer of 2017
Note: test design is still in progress and can be changed

30

9.1 x 9.1 m

31
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TACK!
THANK YOU!
Alar Just
Alar.just@sp.se
+46 70 5446242

Research Institutes of Sweden

Byggteknik
Träbyggnadsteknik
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Daniel.brandon@ri.se
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Information provided by
Ulrich Hübner, Fachverband der Holzindustrie Österreichs, Austria
Title:
Survey of gap distances in CLT elements
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